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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND REHABILITATIVE SERVICES 

- DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS -

Division of C?rrections Response To General Summary Remarks As 
Detalled by the Babcock Commission Report 

The medical programs and facilities of the Florida Division of Corrections 

have come under constant attack and criticism in recent years. Although 

we feel many improvements have been made and are continuing to be made, we 

recognize that further improvements are necessary and desirable. 

In responding to the Babcock Commission Report we have attempted to comment 

on ail criticism and recommendations. Many of the recommendations have 

already been implemented or were in process of being implemented at the time 

of the Commission's review. Many of the recommendations will require 

additional funding and for that reason cannot be imple~~nted until funds are 

available. In some isolated cases we do not agree with the Commission's 

recommendations and have attempted to justify the reasoning behind our 

disagreement. 

It should be noted that in a meeting with Dr. Babcock on January 28, 1974, 

he made it perfectly cl ear that reported recommendations were only made with 

reference to existing programs. The Commission did not address itself to 

the needs for future full implementation of all medical programs in existing 

Division of Corrections instit~tions, espBcially as pertains to personnel 

needs. Please note copy of his letter to Mr. Jame$ A. Ball, III, Deputy 

Director for Personnel, (Attachment #1). 
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Pa,ge four of the Commission's report made reference to the Reception and 

Medical Center Hospital. We have been advised that of the fifty states, 

only two state correctional institution hospitals have ever achieved 

accreditation. It is agreed that health care should not be denied to 

inmates any more than other members of society. Our present 

posture is that we need to play "catch Up" ball in providing this service. 

What is humane medical treatment for prison inmates? We recommend that 

it should be of a standard equal to what is normally found in most 

community hospitals. Should the adoption of this definition be acceptable, 

the goal and mission of the Division of Corrections becomes very clear. 

We are working diligently toward the goal that the Reception and Medical 

Center Hospital will achieve accreditation. The opposite for a hospital 

that is not striving for accreditation is in fact saying "sub-standard 

practice will be used here". 

The State of Florida has a considerable investment of nearly three-million 

dollars in the physical plant and furnishings of the Reception and Medical 

Center Hospital. The total bed capacity is 150. Previous staffing 

authorized permits the opening of only 90 of these beds. There is a sixty 

bed wing lying vacant and unused due to the lack of staffing. The American 

Hospital Association's "Hospital Guide" reveals that the staffing patterns 

ofqccredited hospitals is normally a ratio of 2.5 employees per operating 

bed. The RMC Hospital's presently authorized positions, plus the requested 

positions, would give us a staffing ratio of approximately 1.1 employee 
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per operating bed with no inmates being used in patient care areas. With 

this conservative personnel request approved, accreditation is possible. 

We do permit inmate labor in housekeeping, laundry, linen exchange, food 

preparation and food delivery. Even when including use of inmates in the 

above areas, our staffing ratio would only be approximately 2.0 persons 
" 

per operating bed. 

The Reception and Medical Center Hospital is the only hospital in the 

Division of Corrections for which we will seek accreditation. All facilities 

listed by the Commission on pages four and five are available at RMC and a 

policy that all major elective surgery will be done at the Reception and 

Medical Center Hospital has been initiated . 

Dr. Babcock requested that we provide him with an outline and summary of 

the mission of the Union Correctional Institution, Florida State Prison 

and Reception and Medical Center medical facilities future use as they 

relate to the total Division medical program. This document was provided 

to Dr. Babcock (Attachment #2) to which we responded accordingly (Attachment #3). 

From his response we agreed that the 33 and 24 psychiatric beds ~t UCI and 

FSP respectively should not be designated as such. They are being referred 

to as "behavioral disorder beds" and Dr. Babcock agrees with the philospphy. 

On page five the statement is made: 11 ••• the new medical-dental faciliiies 

at Lake and Cross City is atrocious." We disagree with this statement as 

it was apparent to us in discussion with Dr. Babcock that he had not been 
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fully advised as to the totally planned facilities and programs to be 

conducted at these two institutions. Some modifications to these programs 

were made, however, as a result of the Commission's recommendations 

Present programs are outlined by institution later in this report. 

On page six, the Commission's report has recommended that an ambulance 

study be made. We are in agreement that purchase of ambulances will be 

necessary in view of the decision to handle all major elective surgery at 

the Reception and Medical Center Hospital. Ambulance needs will be 

responded to in the institutional responses later in this report. 

On page six of the report, it is stated that: "Th ere must be appointed a 

medical director who has authority over all of the medical facilities and 

personnel in the System. He will be responsible directly to the 

Commissioner of Corrections. 1I We do have a Medical and Surgical Director 

for the Division of Corrections and we are requesting that his office be 

properiy staffed to allow him to supervise the total Division medical 

program. We are requesting the following positions to support the Medical 

and Surgical Director. 

Medical and Surgical Director's office be located separate and apart from 

anyone medical facil"ity per se. We wou'ld recommend that this office be 

located in the administrative offices of the Reception and Medical Center 

in order that the staff could be in the best possible logistical position 

to supervise their responsibilities. The Director of the Division of 

Corrections has assured that there will be no problems of communications 

with the Medical and Surgical Director. 

The Commissiofl's comments with reference to affiliation with the University 

of Florida Medical School are well taken. We have been involved with the 

Shands Teaching Hospital for a number of years and would hope to expand this 

involvement. Please review the attached memorandum of March 5, 1974, which 
, 

mak~,~s f'eference to this affiliation (Attachment #4). 

The Division of Corrections supports the Commission IS recorrmendations that 

a salary rev.iew of medi cal personnel is necessary. A request has been 

init"iated to study t.hhi matter (Attachment #5). 

On page nine of the Commission IS report the statement was made that 

Health Services A1i'biiiiliisitratoI" -' O} psychia,tric and psychological care is unquestionably the \l'/eakest link in 

- (1) 

Secretar,j' HE - (1) 

- OJ 
This "fin an"w 'ftar a tt:rJ)tt~ll eff fiiwe JllI!ilsiti«ms 'fIno can properly pl an and 

i mpl ement ~eceS:5ar:Y lVro.§"natUS.. it \wJ);JJ!]l!ll be our recorrrnenda ti on that the ~ ..... ~ 

;, 
~~.: -:.--1IIp 

the health cars program for prisoners. We concur with t~is observation and 

suppor1: the authorization of the positions necessary to implement an 

active program in th'ls area. l~e also> concur with the Commission's remark 

that part-time psychiatric assistance is nonsense and wasteful. For that 

reason we have recommended a fu11-time psychiatrist for Avon Park 
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Correctional Institution which is the only institution for which such 

a posi'tion was not reconmended on a full-time basis by the Commission. 

This item has been discussed with Dr. Babcock, and we are certain that 

he' would not have recorrrnended a part-time psychiatrist for this 

institution had he been aware of the planned pt'ograms for this facility 

and the type of offenders which are housed at that location-. 

In response to the Commission's comments with reference to pharmacy 

deparbnents, we have requested that Mr. Curtis Lee, Consulting Pharmacist 

for the Division of Corrections, prepare a written response as to what we 

feel the direction of the pharmacy programs should take. We additionally 

reqUested that Mr. Lee immediately review each Road Prison and Vocational 

Center's drug procedures and drug storage area. His reports are made 

a part of this response and art~ attached. (See Attachments #6 and #7.) 

On p"ges 11 and 12 of the Commission's report, comments were made with 

referenc~ to clinical laboratories and X-ray procedures. Our response 

to these areas are made individually and are noted in the institutional 

responses later in this report. 

On page 12 of the Commission's report, comments were made with reference 

to medical records. We are already active in reviewing our medical records 

procedures. The result of this review will be standardization of all 

medical record forms and a standardized policy with reference to their 

use. (Please note Attachment #8.) 
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On pages 12 and 13 of the Commission's report, comments were made with 

reference to medical diets and diet kitchens. We presently have one 

dietician position authorized at the Reception and Medical Center Hospital. 

It has been impossible to attract an acceptable employee for this position 

due to the low salary. Hopefully we can correct this problem and the 

person to be selected will serve as our consulting dietician. Additionally, 

we have responded to the remarks concerning the Union Correctional 

Institution and Avon Park Correctional Institution dietary problems in 

our institutional responses. 

On pages 13 and 14 the Commission made comments with reference to detentiDn 

cells. Any criticism made by the Commission with reference to detention 

cells has been properly responded to in the institutional responses later 

in the report. 

On pages 14 and 15 the Commission made comments with reference to sanitation. 

Each institution was given a sanitation inspection and a report prepared 

on each facility. We have responded to each report accordingly and our 

response can be found later in this report. 
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KENNETH B. BABCOCK, M.D. 

February 1, 1974 

HOSPITAL CONSULTANT 
5742 N.E. 15TH AVE. 

FORT l-AUDERDALE. FI.ORIDA 

Mr. James A. Ball, III 
Deputy Director for Personnel 
Division of Corrections 
1311 Windwood Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32301 

Dear Jim: 

ATTACHMENT #1 

Enclosed please f1~d my Fee and Expense Account for the 
meeting on the 28th. 

Am sorry that there seemed to be some confusion as ~o 
Judge Scottls report. It must be understood, especlall~ as 
far as personnel were concerned, that it dealt purely wlth 
matters as found and did not deal with personnel needs of the 
future as new facilities are added. 

Of course, for the budget they had to be considered at the 
meeting. 

If there is anything I can do to help further, please call 
or write. 

Sincerely, 

\~~i~.B 
Kenneth B. Babcock, M.D. 
Hospital Consultant 
KBB:EIB 
enc. 

~.--~ 

• .. ..1) - ''iJI 

DATE: 

FROM: 

TO: 

F1-0RIt.:lA DIVISION OF CORREC"'ONS 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

February 19 1974 

A,. Gonzalez, M.D. 
Medical & Surqical Director 

Mr. L.L. Wainwright 
Director 

FSP 
GCI 
RMC 
SCI 
SFCF 

Mr. A.F. Cook I RP-Adm. 

ATTACHMENT #2 

Deputy Director for. Inmate Trea1:ml--en_t_-l..:..R~P_--!N..:.;o:::...:.... _________ _ 

RE: CREATION OF A COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL, SURGICAL & PSYCHIATRIC SERVICE 

I enc::lose for your inspection the following which I hope will be the answer 
to our medical needS .Wi th Dr. hiilhcock and his Commission's very excellent 
suqgestions we have fOl'll1ulated what we believe to be thi~ initial planning 
for a comprehensive medical, surgical and psychiatric service with a consolidated 
approach. 

41t •. :D. 
Medical & Surgical Director 

AG:lb 

cc: file 
Dr. Kenneth Babcock, Hospital Consultant 
Dr. Joseph F. Alderete, Hospital Medical Director, u.s. Penitentiary Hospital 
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A comprehensive medical, surgical and psychiatric service 
would be initiated for the entire population of the. Division 
of Corrections by utilizing primarily the· Reception and 
Medical center Hospital, Union Correctional Institution's 
Medical Facility and Florida State Prison's 11edical Department 
as a consolidation of one complete ce.nter to meet our 
patients needs. 

With the understanding, cooperation and support of. the . 
Superintendents of these institutions, along with the custod1al 
Departments and,in particularly, professional and paraprofessional 
medical pers~~el, we hope to cultivate a program whereby' 
each facility will unite and where we will find one working 
in harmony and helping the others. 

BED DISTRIBUTION 

surgical Medical: Psychiatric Intensive 
RMC 60 60 28 4 
UCI 4 17 33* ° FSP 0 4 24*' _,_0_ 

64 81 85 4 

*It should be noted that it was not the intention· of the Medical and 
Surgical Direc,tOl'" to des~gnate these beds as 1. iong..:.term psychiatric 
beds!l~ After review and" discussion. of this proposal it was decided 
that these beds would be designated. as IIbehavioI'al" beds (s~e 
Attachment #3). 
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RECOMMENDA~IONS FOR A CONSOLIDATED 
COHPREHENSIVE MEDICAL CENTER FOR THE 

DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS 

The Reception and Medical Center Hospital,'with its 150 ~ed inpatient 
facility, provided with adequate staffing, such as recommended by Dr. 
Babcock's Commission could provide the following services to the 
entire ill inmate population of the Division of Corrections. 

POTENTIAL FOR RECEPTION AND MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL 

OUTPATIENT CLINIC FACILITIES. 

The Outpatient Clinic has ev~ry capability of providing any inmate arr1v~ng 
at RMC with needed medicQl or psychiatric treatment. When ~1 inmate is 
recieved at RMC he is routinely asked if he is taking any medication at that 
time, and/or if he is afflicted with, for instance epilepsy, a heart condition, 
diabetes, mental illness, etc. Any medical information relayed to the 
officers at that time is immediately passed on to the Medical Director's 
Office for further investigation and disposition in the Medical Area at once. 

A complete physical examination is given to each new inmate withi~ the first 
twenty-four hours of 'his arrival to include chest x-ray,'VDRL and other tests 
as appropriate to his case. 

Outpatient Clinics are held Monday through Friday by our medical staff which 
includes surgical and psychiatric consultation. 

Psychiatric and,Psychological screenings held on a routine basis, as also 
individual and group therapy ~ith counseling, a much neglected program in 
the past, considered by experts as the only method of attacking the behavior 
problems which we must deal with, must be initiated immediately. We anticipate 
initiating regular drug counseling programs for our escalating percentage of 
drug offenders. 

Each newly committed felon is given prophylactic immunizations before he leaves 
RMC for his permanent, penal assignment. 

We would b~ able to provide a comple'te range of medical, surgical and psychiatric 
'care for all penal facilities in this state who do not have the benefits of the 
above services. 

Shands Teaching Hospital is prepared to provide us with outpatient consultations 
at this facility for the overall advantage of the inmates of the entire Division. 
Arrangements for this type of consultation ~an be made by notifying the Medical 
and Surgical Director's Office and giving the pertinent medical information. 
Narrative summaries, prepared by the sending physician, are to accompany each 
referral for medical treatment. 

Clinic Specialities are: ENT, Ophthalmology,Urology, Neurology and Orthopedics. 
Our medical staff and/or our ,Shands consultants in the above specialities make 
the medical decision with regard to the feasibility of referring our patients 
to Shands on an inpatient basis, where more complete evaluat~on and treatment. 
can be offered than at this hospital, such as renal, cardiovascular, surgical 
treatment not available but at Shands Teaching Hospital. An EEG Instrument 
has been ordered and will further ~ncrease our investigatory' 'capabilities. 
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EMERGENCY REFERRALS 

Referral of acutely ill patit;nts, .in an emergency situation, is ~till left. 
up to the discretion of the attendin~ physician and the most ava1lable med1cal 
facility should be choosen. For the purpose of ~eeping.accurate statistical 
records the Medical and Surgical Director's Off1ce should be made aware of the , . 
move by the doctor within a reasonable length of t1me. 

RMC INPATIE~T HOSPITAL 

The RecePtion and Medical Center Inmate population consists of both a transient 
and permanent cornplementl and of whom are entitled to the full time medical care 
and all of the medical and surgical benefits of the Reception and Medical Center 
Hospital. 

UCI & FSP 

Acute medical emergencies will be handled at RMC. An exampl~ of these would.he 
mYocardial inf~ction, diabetic coma and sepsis. The s~ort.dis~ance, no more. 
than a fifteen minute drive by auto, between these two 1nst1tut1on and Recept10n 
and Medical Center would pose no real danger for the patient. ,In this way \',e 
can centralize and consolidate our medical capabilities as differentiated from 
the past when skeleton facilities have been maintained at each of these three 
institution. 

ALL OF OUR OTHER PENAL INSTITUTIONS 

:Before an inmate is transferred to Reception and Hedical Center for medical 
treatment two factors should be borne in mind: In the case of.an emergency 
situation where a long trip to Reception and Medical Center would be medically 
unsound, the inmate can be taken to the nearest hospital for the acute care . 
they require. vfuen the acuteness of their condition subsides, they may be 
returned to Reception and Medical Center for further convalescence and follow 
up ca:t;'e. 

ELECTIVE. SURGERY THROUGHOUT THE DIVISION-TO INCLUDE FCI-FEMALE UNIT 

All general surgery will be performed by the sUrgeons by the Division. 'Specialized 
surgery such as in ENT, Ophthalrcolog}?, Urology , Neurology and Orthopedics can most, 
freqUently be done in the Reception and Medical Center Hospital by our Shands , 
consultant specialists. Only in rare cases or in extremely technical procedures 
will it be necessary to transport the patient to Shands for the.operatio~s they 
need. In those cases, however, we can expect and may receive excellent cooperation' 
from our Shands consultants who will m~e all of the neces~ary arrangements at 
their end. 

All elective s\.'xgery can be done at the Reception and Medical Center.. Consideration 
has been given to the performance of all elective procedures o~ the ~emale inmate 
populiition from Florida Correctional Institution. The Superintendent atFCI has 

, agreed to provide around the clock s~pervision of all female patients housed here 
during their hospital confinement. Their room,s will be equipped with locks for 
security. They will be admitted one day prior to the surgery ana can be ,kept for 
several days following the procedure. The Physician at Florida Correctional 
Insti tuti~Z:n f an experienced GYN Practitioner, has agreed to'perfo:r:m the "'arious 
gynological operations and follow up care as needed on all female patients. 
Where before these -''':rvices were arranged with private doctors, this innovation will 
represent a savings of sixty thousand dollars ($60,.OOO) yearly to the Division, of 
Corrections. 
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Union C~rrectional Institution must be maintained as a unit only with the 
capabilities of handl:ing emergency surgery which may arise at either their 
institution or at rSp • , We are approaching this situation as an extreme 
challenge. We wou+d ~'effect consolidate our facility to attempt near 
total care of our aCute medical problems.' We hope therpy to achieve a 
greater degree of efficiency in medical capabilities Division-wide. We will 
care for the acute medical problems as well as all of the elective surgery 

·from UCI,FSP and FIC at Reception and Medical Center Hospital. 

Personnel recommended by Dr. Babcock's Commission inl973 

1 
1 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
6 
1 
4 
3 
2 
2 

18 
1 
1 
2 
4 
I 
1 

54, 

Asst. Hospital Administrator 
Clerk V 
Medical Supply Supervisor 
Medical Supply Specialist 
Medical Supply ~torekeeper 
Maintenance Mechanic 
Linen Handler II 
Linen Handler II 
Laundry and Housekeeping Manager 
Physicians Assistant 
Clinical Social Worker II 
Registered Nurse II 
Registered Nurse III 
Psychiatric Nurse I 
Psychiatric Nurse II 
Men;cal Technician 
Optometrist 
Medical Technologist II 
Medical. Technologist I 
Nursing Service Supervisor 
Asst. Nurse Dire'ctor I 
Medical Technologist Supervisor 
'TOTAL 

Personnel recommended by Dr. Babcock's Conunission in 1974 

2 
4 
2 
I 
1 

'6 
16 

Psychiatrist 
Psychologist 
General PhYSicians 
Medical s~cretary 
General Typist , 

·Counselors (Drugs) 
TOTAL 

I submit the recommendation of another Internal Medicine Physician to 
make a total of fiv~. ' Two of these phYSicians will take care of the 
entire hospitals medical ward as well as surgical-medical evaluations. 
They will:handle all physical examinations' and follow up of somatic 
problems on the psychiatric ward. Three of these physicians will 
handle.the.Outpatient Clinic, giving physical examinat=!-ons ,ana. 
coverage in the emergency room. ' 
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Wit.h this augmenting of our medical staff to illlow us to have 
five internal medicine men the after working hours coverage 
will be more aptly handled by them. I have in the past been 
very uncomfortable in knowing that over a weekend a psychiatrist 
or a surgeon was left vunerable if a situation arose whereby he or she 
would have to treat myocardial infarction ,?r. a diabetic coma. 
They are not trained to handle such a condit~on and their tot~ .. 
responsibility for this type of case is unwarranted and unadv~seable. 

We propose to drastically increase our surgical patient load with 
specialty surgery to be performed by ENT, Urology, Ophthalmoloqy 
and Orthopedic Physicians. It is, therefore, not difficult to 
envision just how busy our Operating Room wLH become. We have. one 
Nurse Anesthetist position filled at Reception and Medical Center 
and one Nurse Anesthetist pasi tion whic:b has ·remained chronically. 
vacant at Union Correcti(Jnal Institution. We are asking for a third .. 
Wi thout all three of these indispensible paraprofessionals our planned 
operati~n sc:bedules would be seriously imparied. With them we . 
can offer twenty-rour hour coverage to aliu>'lfor emergencies, at both 
Union correctional Institution and Reception and Medical Center. 
If we are to attempt to recruit and enlist two NI:lrse Anesthetist, 
we must first formulate more real-is tic pay scales. Persons in 
this profession, in nearby Bradford County F are currently salarted 
in the $18,000 year bracket. We may never realize the fulfillment 
of our two remaining vacancies until we up grade the beginning 
salary. Nurse Anesthetist I is currentlg in pay grads 24 and 
should be upgraded to pay gr~de 30. 

We have been extremely fortunate to have had a team of enthusiastic 
paramedical personnel. Additionallg we have attempted to kindle 
a workable relationship with the Universitg of Florida School of 
Medicine and looking b;"ck upon the past year, we have. been able 
to achieve remarkable fea"ts if you contrasted it with medical 
progress within the Division up until that time~ Sud" aliason . 
is the basis for all of our future plans for increasing our medical 
capabili ties and is therefore of prominent importance. It . is an 
honor that this fine University has taken such. a sincexeinte~t 
i.n us and in the medical needs of our inmate patients. . .It is a 
good reflection upon all of them as indi vi duals as w~ll. as upon 
the State of Florida as a whole ~ This team work is the only 
answer if we are ever to achieve the success that we envision 
as reality. 

Dr; Babcock'srecommendat1.ons are in essence a call to the GOWi~ 
of Florida to once and t-or all show whe~ there sgmpathiesii .. ···:::'· .; 
with regard to legislative funding .and the development;..of·a: >,:";;:"':: 
comprehensive 'medical program of the Division of cor#ictiJ.oM,-:a).ontj' 
neglected area of social developmente'Xt was the b{J;J.1f!.f. cj~ :T#.~: .;\:, .... 
Babcock and myself that it is far'better to begll1t;o-~oive:.p~b~ 
created in long neglected areas beforefJ crj.sis QCC1J1:Iifan~; P~ •. }(· 
publici:y dictate~immedia:e compliance • ..... Now·J.!j.·· ~hfi,~.ti~:~!~~~)~~·l;~~ 
product~ve and qu:z.et planmng before· the noteF.it!l·o~ l0O.t:l'#if:~f;~"'~ 
Tragedy forces this state into i.mmediateco1!2p~~~.::~E~~t"~.¥1~~·' 
of penal develop~~nt. -
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FUTURE OF UNION CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

The Divisicn or. Corrections cannot afford to construc~ a new hospital 
at Union Correctional Institution. The medical services can not.afford 
to close tois fa~ility either. With the proper modifications we can 
envi:,;ion Union COl':'rectional Institution as a· very necessary annex in 
our entire medical picture. 

RENOVATION PROPOSAL 

I believe that with making several inexpensive physical changes the 
innovation of a functional. Emergency Room and outpatient Clinic COUld. 
be immediateiy undertaken. Further to this, a Psychiatric Intensive 
Care Area could be developed by utilizing the present Outpatient Clinic 
as areas for psychiatric and psychological counseling, adjacent to 
this is the former suite for Parke Davis Research which I am proposing 
to be a t~~lve bed IntensiVe Psychiatric Care Unit. Another innovation· 
which I fF,el would also be mer1tor.blswould be to make the second floor. 
east ward of the present Hospital alloca~ed as follows: two·rooms 
(a total of four beds), for emergency surgery and seventeen beds for 
other than acute medical illness cases. The West ward, with twenty-one 
b~ds, will be designed for inte:r:rnediate psychiatric care, with four 
locked single cells (already in existence) to accommodate the aggitated 
psychotic and dangerous patient. 

BED CAPACITY 

In recapitulation of. the above, we wo~1d have the fol1~wing; 

PERSONNEL 

4 
17 
33 
~-

Emergency Surgical Beds 
Beds for other than Acute Illness Cases 
Psychiatric Service Beds 
Total of Beds 

With regards to proposed increase in personnel of this facility. 
The present Union Correctional Institution is functioning with~ 

1 
1 

36 
1 

10 
49 

Nurse I 
Chief Medical Technicig.n. 
Medical Techniciabs 
Nurse III 
Nurse II 
Total Positions 

with the revisions proposed above the following would be the paramedical 
personnel requirements for initiating a workable program. In addition. 
to their present allot.ed positions, as listed above, Uniorl Correctional 
Institution would require the services aftha following ad~itional positions: 

1 Psychiatrist 
2 Psychologists 
3 Counselors 

12-
9 

"2r 

Medical Technicians 
Nl.1rses 
Total AdditionaL positions 

I consider it mandatory that the Nursing service be recategorizea to include 
the appointment of one Nusing Director, five Nursing Supervisor III's and 
fifteen Nurse II's. 
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With the modifications we will no longer 'find a slituation whereby inriiatea 
\-lill perform nursing duties as it has been of nec:essity in the, past, 
irregardless of the unethical implications. We ",illbe equipped with 
around the clock coverage in the hospital ar~a. The Hospital,:will be 
equipped with the overall supervision and coordination of a ,Nurse Oirectox
as well. as one nurse supervisor assigned to the ()utpatient/ clinic. 

Due to the potential for a riot situation at Fl~]dda St~te Prison and 
Union Correctional Institution it is felt wise ~) retainandmain~ain 
surgical capabilities but only in emergency casee;. Both the sui'qeona, 
and the operating room crews at Union Correctional Institution will 
be closely associated and enveloped in the surgical procedures at the 
Reception and Medical Center Hospital since all of the elective 8urqe%y 
will take place there. A methodiqal rotation of our paraprofessional . 
personnel will provide a great deal of professional expclsure ~d varied. 
0~erience and allow for an optimum of proficiency in all areas of their 
particular fields. . 

Union Correctional Institutions Nedical Administrators have requested 
an additional ambulance necessary to transport their patients. In 
the past they have been burdened with the extra added ~ransportation 
responsibilities for Florida State Prison patients also. OUr 
rearrangement of medical procedures will require more transportation 
of patients where there was no need for ;t in the past, we are' 
recomnending this request. 

These proposals were discussed thoroughly with the Chief Hedical Officer, 
Dr. LalToo i the Hospital Administrator, l-tr. G. A. R~gans;' the- Nurse 
Supervisor, }Irs. Mooneyham; and the Chief Medical Technician, Mr. Davis 
by the Medica~ and Surgical Director on January 30, 1974. 

l'1e will constantly strive 1..or good relationShips among memcal persoone] 
in all of our medical department. We must learn to t-.ltink of each of our 
institutions as an integral part contributing to the success of the 
entire system. Each facility has its own pecularities and weaknesses., 
as well as having 1audible characteristics which cause it to exceed all 
of the others. Reception and Medical Center then without Union Correct:l.onai' 
Institution, Florida State Prison and Florida Correctional Institution 
could not survive along and on its own merits. Each institution is nQt 
only necessary but is indispensible. ~'1e must strive not only to build 
with bricks and cement but also to implant attitudes reflective of good 
personnel morale and motivation,. This is always the primary element in 
any human struggle. 
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FLORIDA STATE PRISON 

This Institution houses the Division of Corrections most difficult and 
dangerous inmates in maximum secur ty. A conservative estimate of the 
mentally ill at this facility would be one hundred, but. there are 
numerous others who are in desperate need of intensive individual 
counseling. 

Since these individuals pose a dangerous threat to society it would. 
appear wise if we were to attempt to handle them within the confines 
of that institution. I am, therefore, suggesting that their Nedical 
Department, comprised of two-twelve bed wards and four locked 
individual cells should be primarily dedicated to ~sychiatric cars. 

Florida State Prison is currently operating ~?ith the following medical 
personnel: 

1 
2 
2 
1 

10 
I 

17 

Psychiatrist 
Psychologist 
Social Workers 
Chief of Medical Technician 
Medical Technicians 
Surgeon 
TOTAL 

Dr. Babcock's Commission recommended the following additions: 

1 
3 

13 
17 

psychiatrist 
Psychologist 
l1edical Technicians 
TOTAL 

To handle the added stenography, two- secretarial positions and two 
general typists positions should be allocated to Florida State Prison p 

Dr. Babcock's Commission suggest w~d Medical & Surgical Director concurs 
that, due to the increased amount of elective surgery planned for 
Reception and lliedical. Center Hospital, Dr. J. A. Acosta should be 
assigned to that institution where they can utilize his surgical talents. To re
place him, I G.M. Physician from ucr can be reassinged there to take his place. 
Depending of the severity of the case, medical cases ca.."l be transferred 
to the appropriate penal location, either Union Correctional Institution 
or Reception and Medical Center. The locked cells in the medical area 
could be used for 24 hours observation, and surgical cases will be 
handled similarly to Union Correctional Institution patients. 

One consideration where there is an apparent need is in the area of 
vehicle transportation of medical patients from Florida State Prison 
to other facilities. Where in the past Union Correctional Institution 
has been transporting their patients, due to a lack of suitable 
secure vehicles, I am recommending an ambulance be added to their fleet 
to facilitate prompt departure in the case of an emergency_ 
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February 15, 1974 

Mr. L. L. Wainwright, Director 
Florida Division of Corrections 
1323 WinewoQd Blvd. 
Tallahassee, Fl 32301 

Dear t~r. VJaiTlYJright: 

JHTACHlvlENT #3 

This letter acknowledges receipt of Dr'. N. Gonzalez's letter recol1lOOnd1ng 
IIRecollinendat1ons for a Consol idated Comprehensive Medical Cer ter for the 
Division of Corrections." 

In my opinion it is an excellently thought-out plan and I heartily agree with 
it in principle. However, I do believe that there should be an early under
standing concerning the allocation of beds at the three institutions mentioned 
on page 1 of the report. Specif1caHy, the deSignation of 33 and 24 psy
chiatric beds at UCI and FSP respectively. 

Perhaps I am fighting words, but under' no circ~tances should these beds 
be co~sidered long-term psychiatr1c beds, It is not the purpose of the 
Correctional Division to have such beds. Ra~her, they should be designated 
as study or behavioral beds where more intensive study can be given before 
final classification. At the most these beds, if there is adequate personnel 
to serve them, sh,ould be limited to a 21- or 3D-day stay or less. 

These beds must not become a, Cldump1ng ground!' for psychotics. 

The use of R.H.C. for medical and surgical cases from F.C.!: also is an 
experiment that should be carefully watched and guarded. but should work out 
satisfactorily. 

Again I congratulate Dr. Gonzalez on an exce11ent report. 

Sincerely ~ 

Kenneth B. Babcock, M.D. 
Hospital Consultant 
KBB:EIB 

cc: Mr.~. F. Cook, Deputy Director 
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ATTACHMENT #4 
F"L.ORIOA OIVISloN OF CORRECTIONS 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

. 
March 5, 1974 I ACI 

18eCI -
A. Gonzalez, fli.D. DCI 
Medical & surgical Direct, r FSP 

GCI 

L.L. Wainwright 
RMC 
SCI Director 

Division of Corrections SFCF, 

r 
RP-Adm. 

Mr. Dave Bachman i RP-No. 

I SH&~S TEACHING HOSPITAL & THEIR AFFILIATION WITH THE DIVISION 0 F CORRECTIONS 

Eight months ago, following the resignation of our last remaining 
surgeon, Shcmds Teaching Hospital very generously furnished this 
hospi tal wi 1:h the services of one of their resident surgeons until 
we were ablE~ to refill this position. In the meantime we had occasion 
to communicate regularly with this School of Medicine and, through 
various visits and other methOds of communication, they began to 
see what the: Division of Corrections needed in the way of medical 
specialty care. They gradually began to implement our medical pro
gram as a result. By their traveling here to hold clinics and 
perform surgery, we are able to keep the inmate patients within 
the confines of this institution and without jeopardizing civilian 
patients wel:Ea~e at Shands Hospital. 

Dr.. ~'1oodward I' Profes.sor & Chairman of the Department of Surgery, and 
Dr. George Singleton, Professor & Chief of Staff at Shands Teaching 
Hospital both visited the Reception and Medical Center Hospital and 
were delighted with our facility and with its potential. It wasn't 
long before ENT specialists from Shands began to hold regular clinics 
at RMC and to perform surgical procedures here also. They paved the 
way for other specialties such as Neurology, Ophthomology and Urology., 
Shortly thereafter Orthopedics Specialists followed them and have been 
screening our referral's intermittently, or as their busy and crowded 
schedules at Shands allows them to visit. Dr. Clyde Williams, a Radio
logist, in the absence of the Division of Corrections engaging a Radio
logist of its own at the present time, has very willingly been reading 
any x-rays we request of him at Shands for the past three months. 

All of these doctors have been extremely cooperative and contributed 
greatly toward improving our medical 9apabilities. Within the last 
few weeks a team of Radiologists have been assisting RMC in reading 
x-rays and making the appropriate interpretations. These physicians 
have agreed to do likewise at UCI. 
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March 5, 1974 
Page Two 

Besides the fact that we can better assure the safety of free society 
by confining inmate patients at this Hosptal, rather than sending 
them to Shands for their treatment, the Division of Corrections is 
saving a great deal of funds and has been doing so ever since this 
referral courtesy w~s initiated. I enclose a list, a prior suhmission 
to your office, which well clarifies this point. The presence of 
these well rounded, qualifie~medical doctors has allowed many of our 
paramedical and medical personnel to refresh their professional know
ledge to their own personal benefit and that of their patients. 

I enclose a list of equipment which is needed in order for our con
sultant doctors to operate and fully treat our patients at the 
Receptioin & Medical Center HospitaL Without these we are still 
having to refer our patients to their Hospital in Gainesville. 

Conclusion 

Shand I S" Officials have requested that the Division of Corrections refer 
all of their patients through the Reception and Medical Center Hospital 
in order to control the numbers and the types of referrals ~nd to assure 
the protective security of their other patients. I recommended this by 
memo to you and you concurred with my findings in your directive to all 
superintendents on December 18, 1973. In spite of this directive, 
referrals are still being made at other institutions directly to Shands. 
They have been disappointed'by this at their hospital so I am requesting 
that you re-emphasize this point to all medical officials. This of 
course does not include emergency sit~ations, and I believe that I have 
made that point clear to all concerned administrators. Irregardless of 
the burden that this new systernhas and will create at RMC, with our, 
limited staff, we cannot afford to jeopardize our relationship with Shands 
Teaching Hospital in the future. 

GOAL 

Within the next six months, given the requested equipment and instruments 
needed to implement our present hospital facility, and given the personnel 
we have requested for the next fiscal year 1974-75, the Reception and 
Medical Center feels confident that they "Till be enabled to provide at 
least gO% of all patient care to the Division of Corrections. Withan 
eye on the more distant futUre we are further hopeful of permanently 
affiliating ourselves with the University of Florida School of Medicine 
whereby interns and residents in all fields of their medical. program 
will be brought to our facility as a part of their training regj~. 

•• 

March 5, 1974 
PI1g8 Tlttee 

I feel sure that we wo~ld be the first Correctional Hospital to 
ever have so complete iind so well tra~ed a Medical Staff while 
at the same time saving funds, we would be furthering the medical 
training of bright young professionals in the ever acceleratu\g 
field of medicine. 

AG.~alb 

Enclosures (2) 

cc: file. 
A;. F. Coo%., pe~~y.Direc1:or 



E.'llclosure #1 

In a sampling period, from 8/21/73 through 10/30/73, the E.N.T. Doctors from 
Shands held nine clinics at the PMC Hospital. Additionally, they performed 
twenty-seven operations at our hospital. Their fee for all of these consul
tations is $150 per visit. They arranged to come one day per week. Their 
total fees for this sample period, which included their examining 141 inmate
patiell~salong with the twenty-seven operations they performed at the same time" 
was $1,350.00. 

contrasted to this, in the absence of this new consultation procedure, were it 
to be necessary far us to have one of our patients examined at a Shands Specialty 
Clinic their initial fee per inmate would be $35. This fee would not include 
even a'single laboratory test or physician fee, which would be additional. Added 
to this expense, a vechicle is needed to transport eacb inmate-patient, as also 
one security guard and one medical technician-. 

To illustrate the savings we have been able to make since these specialists have 
been visiting our hospital regularly; . had the 141 inmates whom the doctors have 
been examining for us at RMC had to be transported instead to STH for these con
sultations, the fee for all of them wduld have totalled $3,935.00, r.ather than 
$1,350. This does not reflect the savings ~e are realizing by the1r having per~ 
formed in our own" hospital twe~ty~even operations, which has allowed us to 
keep these patient~in RMCH for their pre-operative and recovery convalescence. 
Had these procedur~s~taken place at Shands, the hospital fee alone per day, per 
patient, woul<l. ha,,~~'~e~'l $1?9 •. A minimum of two" days hospitalization is required, 
tti th some cases takizlq as long as nine or ten days total. At a minimum of two .. 
days in thG hospital,' our operative patients would have cost the Division of Corr
ections $9,666.00 in hospital feeS alone. 

$129.00 x 2 c $358.00 
x27 (Patients) -----$9,666.00 

To summarize our savings, had all of the services the E.N.T. Specialists h~ve 
provided at this hospita~been perform~d at Shands, the tota! professional fees 
would have amounted to $l3,601.00. 

$9,666.00 
3,935.00 

$13,60l.00 

Therefore, a savings of $12,251.00 was realized in this sam~le two month period 
due to our E.N.T. Visiting consultants from Shands. 
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RECEPTION AND ~DICAL CENTER 
Lake Butler., Florida 

MEMORANDUM: March 5, 1974 

TO: Dr. Alberto Gonzalez, Medical & Surgical Director 

FROM: fIr. A. P ~ Rodr.igue, Hospital Administrator 

1. The £ollowing request: for addit:ional equipment to support the 
visiting consultants from the University Hospit:al was sUbmit:ted 
an November 28, 1973. The figures cit:ed were only estimates 
at: that time. 

"In our negotiations with the School of Medicinf: ;"0 acquire 
visits from the specialities listed, ,even though this is a 
ner-rhos~'it;41, some of our equipment was found to be obsolete, 
inadequate or i.nsufficient. For example: 

~p!ciali tJ/ 

, Radiology 

UrololJ!/ 

Orthopedic£; 

Ear, NOse', Throat 

Labort=lt:o.l'Y 

Nursinfl Serv:i.ce 

Defi ci ts Noted 

A major obstacle i~ that speciality 
in providing consultation coverage 
was the lack of our having an image 
intensifier on our x-ray unit. It 
was suggested that an expenditure of 
some nine thousand dollars would be 
required iY.c order to update this piece 
of equi.pment. 

Alt~ou~h this new hospital was equipped 
~'lith a Cystoscopic Room, it had only 
basic equipment. None of the necessary 
scopes or instruments were previously 
provided. In order for this speciality 
to be of full benefit to this hospi tal, . 
their recommendations would require an 
additional expenditure of fiVe thousand 
dollars. 

~'·dii;i.onal il ... I.ruments are needed at a 
oos~ of approximately two thousand dollars. 

Ild(1itional inst""uments are necessarg at 
a cost of approximately fi.;oe t;l:ousand dollars. 

In' order to increase the capabilities of 
the laboratory in order to support these 
additional specialities will require an 
expendi cure ,of some fi ve thousand dollars • 

Additional specialized .equipment to support 
patients of the above specialities will 
require an expenditure of around fifteen 
thousand dollars ~ If 

, :.;:::., 
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March 5, 1914 
Dr. Alberto Gonzalez 
Page 2 

2. 'J!he folltNJ.ng fJ.guresare more accurate, sJ.nc.e they are eJ.1:her 
bJ.ds or catalogue prices: 

RADIOLOGY 

UROLOGY 

ORTHOPEDICS 

E.N .2:'. 

LMORA2:'ORY 

NURSING SERVICES 

Sincerely, 

~~ Mr. A. P.Rodrigue 
Hospital Administrator 

APR:pd 

Image Intensifier 

Surgical Instruments 

l-ortho Bed. 
2-Redi Vac Cast Cutter 
3-osteotome Set 
4-Special Surgical Inst. 

$12,166 (See enclosure I) 

$ 4,055 

$ 2,000 

Inst;tument;s, Miscope O.R. $ 5,000 
750 (See enclosure II) 

Needs to lease at a cost of approximate 
$4,000 a month anSMA-12 or equivalent, 
and do' all the di v. out goj,ng lab work 

,here. The ,state is spending approximately 
$8,000 per month. 
Blood Bank RecDrder $ 250 

J.~Exami.njng Table wi th Stirrups 
2-K-2:'hermia Unit 
]-'·f.!edicine Carts-2 @ $150 ea. 
4..oCrash Cart: 
5-Room Fogger 
6-Stomach Suction Machine 
7-'l'hzoat Suction Machine 
8-Datas.cope Re$lJ~citron 
9-Portab1.e Defibti'l~,~tor 

10-Dataseope 
ll-Elect~urglcal Unit 
l2-Miscellaneous Supplies 

$ 450 
2,300 

300 
220 
800 
580 
580 

1,700 
800 

1,395 
500 

3,000 
$12,625, 

( 

_ l.i,ton iIfI(jdicai Prodl.lcu, InG. 
:O;xeG\4.iil.l Offi~e$~ 6i6 1:.&$\ TouhV Avenue. ees Plaine$, minai, 60Q'la Enclosure I 

Reception a.nd Medical 'Center ro: ________________ ~ __ ~ __ --__ ----------------
(NaMe 01 C1.l5tOMlir) 

.. Lake,Butler,. ,Florida. 
'lAelelr.,,) 

_1?'OfOlXrUy Division; Li"O~ MacHeal Products, Inc. submits the following. 
'quotation, conditionsconuined on the. reverse side hereof. 

t 
c.-I 

1 

. CI.IQodtV 
.. od 

c.tlIlog NQ. 

4G61~' . 

CQ,crjp~jon of Equ!pmont Dnel/of Met.rial, 
(hilf.ln CO)l\lIQ ";Guipm.nt") 

1611 gesi\llT. Iodide Image Intensifier 
. includ.ing: 

,Image Tube 
Tube Housing 

I
t., Power. Supply' 

FO.75/5Qmm O'bjec'tive Lens Assembly 
Mounting.Barrel 

t .. 611 ' -Mirl;'or Viewer 
'1. 

6", I .. I .. ' j?e~~ent Mew'" t . Adapter to 
Profex:ray A-i2S00Tilt-Back spot Film 
o;n"Empe;oor;90/lS ~able 

•• ,. l .' ••. '. 

TO,tal - - - - - - - -

PriCli 

ll,464 

702 

$ l2,166 

'''Iltch:;:;ul .:.: l..".$5eo '.~Ui~ indiCiito tilrms of purchasc whcn placiniJ order and initial his al'pto~rjato choici. 
:i'eilMS:, All prices <Ire i"08':' poin, of ,hipmer.t. A~.;litioj)al terms or c;uo;ationi appear on r~Vet5e side hereof. 
i . I' 1_ COlsh- 10% on acceptance by SCll.C!;70% upon .ihipment. balance '30 days lifter delivery. 10% must accompany orollr. lInd 
. ~ 1, . refunded in event order is not acccp~eu n:f SeLl.::. . . 
i S ~ C I;:' Conditional ~al.1 co. Mfact - 1 0% upon ilccepta .. c~ b:f' 51:IIer, paym.nt of.b~lanc. to .tart 30 d8)'1 after dlllivery. 10% m 
,_, ~ . 4:0ffipany order and will be refunuud in Ilvcilt orller is not accepted by SIlHllt-· • 

.. _~I b l' I 1_ ~Il" - Initial plIymulH upon :.ccuptancll by :"e550: :.nd to be applied to firs' payment 9i LeIl$II Aareem"nt. I.Ili£Sil nHi~, be 
:Vi I at time of IIcceptanc:e'o( ord.e: by 1..11550:. payt.un: to bel:in 30 days after first Ule of equipm.m'. Initial pa:fmenl to be rd 

., .... ~ ~ ir. event orallr is no: a.ccepted by S.;II;:: or Lessor. '. : 
" In «!~ent titl, &I" ia C:illayed for convcnillnce of Lc~c, fir" payment" to besin 4S day. arte~ delivery. . 

I-I~I)At;'1 • Servi" Contract - ConUilc: mu~; be siGned upon acc~pt~nc. bY,Lessor, (irst payment to be made on fir: 
.... _-"" , In avont LllIOr ba$ dllbvg:oil~ i:"~uipmota and first \lie" 'elll)'ed for c:olw.nianc:. of "essee, payment& lire to communclI 4 " 

1 . • anotdellvet1.'. . Profexray Division, l 
" _ :NOTZ:: . Wlliln u~, ~~~o. fi"'."Uia tbat point i., ,loil jl"'&'''lia~ion of ,loe I)qllipmgt.; WAllfll XMaM "'81 ~~ §G.j iP'l) o{J~:lf~IY Ave .' _ ;r,. 

. '. ..' " " . - Submltt04 By: .. 
'IiiS, .. ll .. :io"Ole tl'oOilbovo addtcss ~"i:eQ Qo:nmcncir.~ :ho Week of. '-2;.: 
(U;itoita!'.ation ~t4 ae .dill.,,,,, &d~.plcwIHpecifi':· " 

(SilloIMln) (0. 
ACCEr.iOd\,ofexray i)ivi5ion. . 

. Muon M."ic~ ~&I'C'" ~ 
. . , 

B~;, ______ ~ __________ ~_·~'~· 
. '.;'.: 

T~'~ ___________ ~~ .. .J 

".,l-
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RE:CE.l~~nON Ai\w MSCtiCAL. ~;.:..\; ,-':'o" 

Lake Butler, 'Florida 

REQUEST FOR PURCHASe: 
Date ________________ ~ 

> 

-
R&:CEPT~ON AND MEDICAL CEN-tER 

Lake Butler, Flol'ida Enclosure II 

REQUEST FOR PURCHASE: 
Date ________________ _ 

IDl'"T Department _________________________________________________________________ _ ~ l~iDepartrnent ________________________ . __ ~E~N~T~ ________________________________________ ---

I 

Please purchase the following ite:ns for this department as2. _______________ u I,Please purchase the iollo'Ying items for t.1.is department as a _______________ l i.1· 

s~~~be~~nd~h~rth~_--_---------------------t19~~,-~~y~be~~red~~~thu ________________________ 19_ 

Li.ventozy 0 
Project ________________________________________ __ 

,............. 
Estimated Cost Usage Last 

Quar.tity Description Unit Total 3.6.12 mo. ):. 

4 Only MX-2l-90 COTTLE Tenaculum 5. )/2" angled 9.20 . . 

1-1 Only MX-20-640 SI!'RUYKEN Nasal Cutting !l'oreel's 56.00 

2 Only MX-20-32 KILLIAN septum Spec'UJ.u.'ll. 611 large ~9.00 

;L Or.ly IMX-2l-176 NElVERT Retractor, double, en'~es 119.80 

1 Only 1~-20-544 BRUENING septum Cutting Forceps ~2.00 -
'"( 1/2" wit'h 4 1/2" interlocking shaft -

7m.."T.jaw 

1 ONly 1-1:X-21-300 COTTLE Measuring Inst. 11.00 

1 Only MX-2l-304 CASTROVIEJO Caliper, 0 to 20 -llJl1l 130.00 

readings 

1 Only MX 2~-294 JOSEPH Sa;vT Protector 

1 Only ho1X 21-220 FOMON 
I ~ 

Chisel §. 1/4"l'nZ! Ja~'ii;ing ~8.00 

edge 
>-

1 Only MX-21-222 FOMON 
. 
Chisel 6 1/4 with 5mm 8 00 

edge 

, Or.lv t4X-21-224 :::h tto 6mm ed;te > 8.00 J.. 

1 Only MX-2l-226 " 7mm edp~e . I A . nn 
NX-21-206 

1 O~lv COTTLE Osteotome6 11 'ronnded ~n'r''np",,~ 7mm Win , h . nn 

1 O ... ly MX··21-208 Ditto It tI II l2mm wid ~ 14_00 

1 Only ~1X-21-346 Aufricht Glabella Ra.sp I'onre.rd 18.00 .. 

1 On~:'( I1vtX-21..:348 n II " ~.ackward 18.00 . -
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lone end convex, other end ~lat 18.00 
.---------+~~~~=-~~~~~~~~~==~----------~~:~~-- ~---~~ -------------

Only MX-5-308 Iris Scissors 4 1/4" angular 12.00 r~ 
~~------~~------------~-------------------------------------,,----------

, \ delicate 

1,.2 Only KX-5-302' I:ci~ scissors 4 1/211 straight 

MX-5-344 STEVENS TenotomyScissirs 4 1/2 

-l~~oo-I 
I Only ~2 

I ~------~--~~--------I Curved long blade~------ --- - ----
14.00 I 
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I, 

March 7,1974 

Honorable L. K. Ireland, Jr. 
Secretary 
Department of Administration 
Carlton Building 
Tallahassee, Florida 32304 

Dear Mr. Ireland: 

ATTACHMENT No.5 

We are transmitting herewith the report of the Medical, Dental and Sanitary 
Surveys of the Florida Correctional System, which were ordered by the 
Honorable Charles R. Scott, United States District Judge. The surveys 
were conducted by a team Qf qualified experts headed by Kenneth B. Babcock, 
M. D., Hospital Consultant. 

The Division's copy of the surveys was received January 3, 1974, and the 
Division is now completing review of the report and implementing what 
changes they can, while already working with your :;;raff on lang range 
plans for improvement. 

One aspect of Dr, Babcock's report of great concern to us is the recurring 
reference to inadequate compensation for medical personel, specifically: 
Physicians, Registered Nurses, and Medical Technicians. A glance at Pages 
7-9,87-88,91-92, and 111-112 of the report will reveal the strong feelings 
by the survey team that salaries must be increased as well as provisions 
for medical malpractice insurance and additional housing. 

We are therefore requesting at this time that the Division of Personnel staff 
conduct a survey of compensation of the Division of Corrections' medical 
positions, in order to pinpoint the problem areas and develop specific 
recommendations for improvement in this vital area. 

OJK/de 
Enclosure 

Sincerely, 

0. J. Keller 
Secretary 

RETY~ED FOR REPRODUCTION LEGIBILITY 
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FROM: 

TO: 

RI::: 

ATTACHMENT #6 
FL.OR10,A DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 

March" , 1974, Ar.1 
I APr.1 

C~tis, w •. Lee, , DCI 
DC CQnsultant Pharmacist FSP 

'GCI 
A.F. Cook RMC 
Deputy Direc~or/for Inmate SCI 
Treatment SFCF 

RP-Adm. 
RP-No. 

I REVIEW OF ROAD PRISON DRUG ~NVENTORIES & PROCEDURES 
I 

By yoUr memo of February 6, 1974 yO~,ordered me to review each 
road prison and vocational center I s. drug procedUres and make 
recommendations for improvements, if indicated. 

In the interest of brevity, since all or the various institutions. war. basically alike, I will not report on each individuC\lly. If 
yoQW1sh, I will submit another report on each individual instit
ution, however it will be of necessity quite repetitious. 

, Each institution had prescription drugs in the manufacturer IS stock 
bottles on the premises. Several'had' only one or two; some as high 
'as twenty different drugs ranging from one bottle to as high as 
eighteet:l.Most had several bottles of the same drug, same strength, 
opene4 and just a few tablets out of each bottle. Each had from a 
few'to many prescription vials most of which were long past th~ 
effective date of the prescription as prescribed by the physici~n. 
The original inmates' n~ had been changed, some two or three times, 
on several vials., Most'institutions had bottles of drUgs which were 
misbJ:anded according to the l!ederal Food, Druq & Cosmetic Act. 

I removed everything except current prescriptions and:ore items from 
the: various drug lockers and medicine cabinets. I p~cked up and brought 
with 11\8 to Me everyt;hing I felt was useabla, and l;',ecEdved each 
captain's assurance that everything else would be ~ediately des
troyed~ WlienI lef't' each institution there was nothing in the drug 
lo~ker ~r medicine cabinet that was in any way illegal or medically 
object*onable. Again, the various captains assured me that they 
would ~~emain that way.' ' 

• > 

I discussed with-each institution the possibility of handling ,prescrip-
, tion'sas ,they :t now, ~died in all of o~ major institutions- that 
is, by q:Lving , presc~iptions to the inmates. This would preculde 
the poss'ibility p.'A .the,future for 014 prescri~t;ons to pile up in 
the mecUcirie c~~et. Also, it would remove the,t~ptation for the 
custodia~ offic~8 ~ 'qive medic'ation prescribed for one inmate to 
another., iruaate whQm they th9Uqht miqht have the same illness. Most . -,~ . 
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March 7, 1974. 
Mr. A.F. Cook 
Page Two 

of .the captains were veiy much in favor of the system. However" 
since the Babcock ~eport cast some doubt as to the appropriatenes~ 
of this system, I suggested to them that before starting this, per
haps they should wait until you or Mr. Griffith gave them the go
ahead on it. It is my strong reco~~endation that this be done. 

Several captains were of the"opinion that"med:tcaf c~sfs we;:e"goiI,lg";,' . 
to skyrocketasaresult·of.these:procedures. However, I feel that 
they are unduly alarmed, 'since ihthe .. future they will not be pur
chasing bu;LJtd~gs ~ The tCltal. cpsf of pJ;.escriptions from the local 

.drugstores will probably go up, but perhaps not, because the doctors 
will be prescr.ib~ng,·s.maller ~un.ts.,t~~~.n .:t=:h.e:p~~,~.~· '"::."~'~,:,",: .' , 

The following is a summary of my recommendatipns 'for future procedures'" 
at the road prisons and vocational centers. If you,concur, I would 
respectfully suggest that a memorandum be issued from Mr. Griffith's 
Offic~ (;:overing these: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 

No prescription drugs will be purchased except bY.indivi
dual prescriptions written by the physician and filled 
at the local drugstore by 'a registered'pharmacist~ 

The prescription label shall have the following information 
on it: 

(a) The inmate1s name and number 
(b) The date filled 
(e) The length of time prescribed for 
(d) The name and strength of the dx'ug 
Ce) The number of capsules or tablets in·the vial 
(f) The name of the prescribing physician "\ 

'/ 

If the prescription is not given to the' inmate, any.W-!dication 
remaining after'the- time written for has elapsed, ,wi;ll b~ de.s
troyed. 

If the prescription is given to, the inmate, have him sign s,*,~ 
form acknowledging receipt of same. 

The order for the prescription will be written in the inmate's 
med.ical record .as well as on the prescription blank .which is,~ke~ 
to the drugstore. 

(Numbel:.'s four and five are becoming increas~n9ly important due to the . 
rising number of lawsuits being instituted bY.inmates.) 

I received excellent.cooperation :from all of'~ personnel·at.each 
institution I visited. 

-~ 

,-

~;';:;~J!~~~~t\~~~:~~~:inqfrClf1Yc)U' as to whether you intended. for 
.(tlU'ii?t!to.~:'ti.tia::'i.OfJ.*,~_"Vl;sj;t','.or dO '1'0,1l expect a follow··up routl.ne 
;;~¥~1~i~~~;~!¥~~~i1ii1;~?f~,>~e':ma:ior ·inst~tutions. 

;;~~~i!~~~t~(!~~¥.¥·~:·· 

.~~ ..•.. 
·~it.i·i~jit~su*~i'Rharmacist 

~~lMf~;~:.:';·'~~·~~;~t:',su~rintendent of Road~,?~isons 
"'<'f}'iI/ ~z.l'=·,V,~,j;I:r',i;,Medic~~& . surgical ~p~~ector ".!:};·le·:'- ':"'?"''''~'''''''''' .. ' ..... " ..... ~ , '. 

_.or,"->, 



DATE: 

FROM: 

TO: 

RE: 

_I ,to 

FL.ORIt)1I\ olVISION 0,. CORRECT:ONS 

INTEROFFICE, MEMORANDUM 

Feb ruary ~, 1974 

tis W. Lee, R.Ph. CUr 
Div ision Consultant Pharmacist 

A. Gonzalez~ M.D. 
Med ical , Surgical Director 

,) 

-
ACI 
APCl 
DCI 
FSP 
Gel 
RMC 
SCI 
SFCF 
RP-Adm. 
RP-No. 

ATTACHMENT #7 

PHARMACIST POSITION REQUIRED FOR THE DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS 

There seems to be a definite lack of understanding hy those who have the 
responsibility for requesting the establishment of pharmacist position~ 
for the Division of Corrections Institutions. 

In my conversations with you and Mr. Cook and others in central Office I 
have felt there is a sincere desire to achieve compliance with existing Federa~ 
and state laws governing the practice of pharmacy. Howeyer, when I read pro
posed requests for positions, I find that this is not the case. Please allow 
me to explain once again that to me, these laws are very explicit in their re
quirements that all prescriptions be dispensed by a duly registered pharmacist. 
Also, that any institution which stocks drugs on the premises must have the 
services of a Consultant Pharmacist and all prescriptions must be dispensed 
by a Registered Pharmacist. These two categories mayor may not be satisfied 
by one Registered Pharmacist. My position satisfies the first point- consul
tant- for all of the institutions. However, since each of our major institutions 
dispense prescriptions, this means that each must have a Registered Pharmacist 
other than myself to perform this act~ Following then is a listing· institution 
by institution- of positions needed in order to achieve compliance. Please under
stand that this is a bare minimum. It leaves no leeway for sickness, vacationa 
or any other reason for the pharmacist not being on-duty. As you are aware, 
Dr. Babcock has recommended a full time position for each insti.tuti.on of five 
hundred or raore inmates. I feel that he did not go for cmouib in' the oue of UCt, 
PSP and RMC. 

ACI - Pharmacist II 1 906 * 
APCI- Pharmacist II 1 711 
DCI - Pharmacist II 1 591 
FCI - Pharmacist II 1 579 
FSP - Pharmacist II 2 1356 
Gel - Pharmacist II 1 631 
RMC - Pharmacist II 2 1025 
SCI - Pharmacist II 1 794 
UCI - PbarmaC18t II __ ,' .. 2 ____ .... 1 .. ' ... 07 ....... 

'l'O'.L'AL la 

* HwDber of .i.mDatu' all of I'~ ).., :1.~74 . 
"~~"-., ._ '+r·~.:__·"""'h<-t'~. .' ~ ___ ._. __ h~"_..:'" .. _._. 

.,' 

II:- • 
..,' I 

I 

.If Lak~': co~ec~i\Al;'·:xn8titution and cross City Correctional Institution are 
tiO··a'tOc*.~~;· ~AA' .'~p.a.rt,~t.~ ~az:macist. ia needed at each institution. 

At the preser.t. ,t1ma' ,,6 'ha.ve''Chre~ ,P~ci8t II positions and one Pn.a.-macist 
~ po.$it1on.· ' 

As W.e havo discu$sed in t:ne past l creatinc:l th~se l,lOsitions means nothing 
unless the Sa.l.~ ranqe is i~~:ro!)as«l to a more realistic figure in order 
to cO~pa~ .w£th private in4us~ £or ~al:ified per&onnel to fill them. 

~ .% see. it, there are two alternatives. 

1. Continue inalIr.ost total violation of existing laws 
2. Send all prescriptions out to local 'drugstore •. for 

f~ling. The cost for tlUs alternative ~ of c;low:ae 
extrt:WG1r ~tiVe~ .. 

Respectfully' submitte4,. 

~,~~,~", 
CUl:'t~8 W.Lee, ·a.,h. 
Divis'ion Consultant"h&1:macist . .'" ... " -., 

~cm.:slb 

C,C :. f i1e' 



ATTACHMENT #8 

DATE: March 4, 1974 

MEMO TO: Dr. ll. Gonzalez 

FROU: Florence Gal 13k , }ledi cal Records Librarian 

RE: Standardization of Medical Records 

One of the immediately recognized weaknesses of Medical Records maintenance by the 
individual medical faoilities in the DiviSion of Corrections is the disparity of 
rnethpds used. Phere are certain basio procedures Eor medical records management 
that have evolved along ~iith tlle evolution of IlPdern rcedicine.. These procedures 
D.fe approved by the Amerioan z,ledical Records Association and recommended by the 
Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals. The Nedioal and NUr:sing StafE of 
the Division's Hospitals know the value of,good medical records and most of the credit 
is theirs that our medical records are as good as they are. However, the medical 
staff needs the assistance of medical records personnel in assuring that the medical , , 

1:ecordS meet the standards. III thOUgl1 there are many areas that need change and 
development, in' the medical records area I tllere 'a,re t""o espepially urgent needs. 

A. Standa.rdization of medical records. 

There is no justification for each nedica.l fa:cility in the Division 
of Corrections to be individualistic in it's selection of forms. If 
we are to have unity in the Divis:Lon's Hosp:Ltals, a starting point· 
is the creation of standard forms to be used throughout the Divis~on. 
The following is one suggested method roraccomplishing -th~s: 

I.. Create a Forms Committee to set up a packet of, standa~ .rQrrns 
to be uSed. 2'his c01i'l11!ittee should consist of .reprfisentatj,W;s 
of the Medica~ NUrsing, and Nedica1 Records Depa.rtm.e,ptS,.j,: :on'ce 
the forms have become s'tandardized, any£uture ,i'Miw: £Orm ,'must 
have the approval of the committee before it CS/'i.'bi,:l'i1..it.f;(Jd; 
and used. 

II. One of two methods could be utilized in the supfilu. of: l~lfJS . 
a. II central forms depot would be set up at. RMCI(to s1;(>c:tk 

all the approved forms., The initial cost· wo~ld ~. ,~e 
by RHCIl and the supplies of forms would be sOld to 1=he 
requesting hospitals. . 

b. Or eac:h institution would print its own fOrrriS,but only 
those' forms approved by the Committee. ' 

XII. .'l pericx1:L'c i!!Spection of forms used t.h.t'O~gho~t ~,;l!iv..1'sJ.on~t be made. ~'\- . ',' J . ": , •• t.. ~.,.,' "., '<#",: ,.:..,; .... ·;',:l ; . 
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DATE: March 4, 1974 

NENO TO: Dr. A. Gonzale,z 

Page 2 

IV. Standard nadical' record folders should be used throughout 
the Division. The folders nor~ in use are varied and none 
being used arerredical records folders. Due to the consta.1t 
handling of these records a heavier paper stock should be 
used. These foldf:.lrS should' be obtained from one source and 
should conform in size, color and tieight. The outpatient 
folder should b~ originated at RMCfI and continued in USe 
wherever the man is transferred. Tlle ;present folders are 
lightc-leight corr'espondence folders and totally inadequate 
for the type of use being ma:de of them. 

V. Standard medical records prooedures need to be instituted 
throughout the Division. The minimum sta.ndards set by the 
JCAll, at: least, should be follo~,ed r..,herever possible. These 
are only minimum standards and can ,be enl,'!J.rged upon wherever 
the needs of the TJivi~:ion exist. One per.son at each 
institution shOUld be made responsible for the maintenance 
of records arid for the analysis of the records to be sure 
they conform to standards. One of the Hedical Records 
Personnel at PJ.JCH is now enrolled in the AHP.l1 Correspondence 
Course for Art;'s. In addition, some thought should be given 
to creating a ne~, job oategory - that of "f.!edical Records 
Clerk. U A clerk-typit.lt is expected to do typing and general 
clerical ~'ork, wherever she is placed. However, medical 
records work is a specia:li zed field and thel."e should be an 
opportun~ty for a girl to advance from the generalized 
"clerk-typistllto the specialized "medical records olerk .'1 
In addition, there should be greater scope for advancement 
of Medical Transcribers. 

VI. The foregoing outline will. not cure all the ailments of the 
patient but this is the primary diagnosis and r~comrnended 
treatment. 

Florence Ga:lek, ~mL 

FG:jw 



Mr. Joseph P. Cresse 
Deputy Director 
Division of .Budgeting 
Department of Administration 
Carlton Building 
Tallahassee, 32304 

Dear Joe: 

Re: Department of Hell:lth and 
Rehabilitative SI~rvices 

Hospital Licensure' Costs 

ATTACHMENT No. 9 

January 229 1974 

Based on the requirements of. the Division of Health and 
the State Fire Marshal for licensing .hospitids in this Department, listed 
below is out estimate of cost of the various facilities to comply with the 
Sta,tutes, Rules and lor Regulations for Licensing: 

Division of CorrectiolW 

Union Correctional Institution 
Reception and Medical Center 

Division of Mental Hdlth: 
r--

Florida State Hospital 
Bureau of Alcoholic Rehabilitation 
Northeast Florida State Hospital 
South Florida State Hospital 
C. Pierce Wood Memorial Hospital 

Division of Retardation: 

Sunland Training Center, Marianna 
Sunland Hospital, Orlando 
SunlfUld Hospital, Tallahassee 
Sunland Training Center, Gainesville 
Sunland Training Center, Miami 
Sunland Training Center, Fort Myers 

Fees, Department of General Servic~s and 
Contingencies 

$ 

.$ 

RE,TYPED FOR REPRODUCTION LEGIBILITY 

Cost 

197}335 
18,601 

1,119,845 . 
58,500 

103,950 
36,114 

589,000 

14,175 
96,300 

1,414 
1,018,000 

25,590. 
4,042 

656,573 

3,939,439 

.... "', 

~, • 
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Mr. Joseph P. Cresse 
Page Two 

The above figures do not reflect any action at W. T. Edwards 
Hospital nor at A. G. Holley State Hospital since these are under discussion 
at this time as to their Ultimate utilization. 

The figures shown above were obtained by visits to each 
institution by architects and lor engineers or general contractors in 
conjunction with licensed professionals. 

If there is any further information we can furnish you on 
this, please advise. 

O]K:rss 

Sincerely, 

O. 1. Keller 
Secretary 

RETYPED FOR REPRODUCTION LEGIBJLITY 
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APALACHEE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

MEDICAL 

In the Preamble of Dr. Babcock's report he stated reference the new facility 
under cons tructi on, "I tis too small and is totally i nadequa te for the 
institution's needs." 

Plans are for a total of nine (9) beds, four (4) private rooms and an open 
ward for the other five (5). A dormitory is located next door and can be 
utilized in case of an epidemic~ Present facility has been classified as 
an out-patient type and new facility is to be an out-patient type as well. 

Modifications have been made in the plans seen by Dr. Babcock for adequate 
space for ancillary help, medical transcriber and typist in the records 
area. (See attached sketch.) 

Personnel· 

A. Present authorized po~itions: 

Institutional Physician (45%) 
Medical Technician Supervisor (1) 
Medical Technician (6) 
Psychologist II (1) 
Consulting Pharmacist (OPS) 

B. Additional personnel needed: 

Psychi atrist I 
Psychologist II 
Medical Transcriber' 
Cl erk Typi sf. II 
Pharmacist II 

Pharmacy 

( 1 ) 
(1) 
( 1 ) 
(1 ) 
(1) 

Our planned pharmacy has one hundred nine (109) square feet of floor space 
with required element of plumbing and '\Jiring to meet Florida Statutes. 
Mr. Cur tis Lee, Division of Corrections Consul ting Pharmaci st, has revi ewed 
the plan along with ACI's Consulting Pharmacist, Mr. Lamar Massey, and both 
felt this is adequate. 

- 8 -

=--

I:, 
I:. 

... 
Dispensing medication to inmates on a weekly basis, except for controlled 
drugs, is in effect. 

We presently have in use, in our warehouse, a drug storage area for bulk 
items. A full-time pharmacist could well be justified for Apalachee 
Correctional Institution - ordering supplies and drugs, inventories, record
keeping of controlled substances and inventories, etc. 

Clinical Laboratory 

A complete clinical laboratory was not planned for due to classification of 
out-patient facility, cost, staffing and the presence of a well equipped and 
well staffed laboratory at Florida State Hospital in Chattahoochee, Florida, 
three (3) miles away, We feel a working relationship with this laboratory 
could be established at a much reduced cost. An added laboratory technician 
at Florida State Hospital·s laboratory to handle the work at Apalachee 
Correctional Institution would be less costly than equipping a complete 
1 aboratory ;-!t ACI.. Wh.;:m cons i deri ng the amount spent for contacted 1 aboratory 
services for fiscal year 1972-73 ($629.00), adding a laboratory technician 
at FSH or ACI does not sound practical. The institutional physician will 
continue to do microscope urjnalysis in the planned laboratory. 

Psychological Services 

Modification in space utilization in our Multi-Treatment Complex Building 
for a psychiatrist and his secretary, two (2) psychologists and secretarial 
help, plus a counseling room has been accomplished. 

Medical Technician Supervisor's Office Space 

Modification of original plan has been done to provide office space for 
Medical Technician Supervisor and'Technicians. A lounge for men and women has 
been provided in the dental are~. There is a toilet adjacent to the doctor's 
office and each private bedroom has closet bowl with five (5) toilet bowls 
for patients in the open ward. 

Inmate help is not allowed to do patient care or handle medical records. 
The only inmate help will be janitorial in nature. There are toilets 
provided for inmates in the bu~lding. 

Planning Stage of Building 

Plans were reviewed by Dr. Thompson, Institutional Physician, and Dr. Gonzalez. 
A number of meetings with Superintendent, Institution Maintenance and Construc
tion Supervisor and the architects were held during the planning of the Multi
Treatment Complex Building. 

- 9 -



Present Physical Plant 

Present physical plant is inadequate. In-patients are kept in their rooms 
from 11:00 PM until 7:00 AM by means of a small slip-bolt type lock. There 
is a switch in each room that sounds a buzzer and turns on a light in the 
dormitory above the Infirmary as a warning system. When new positions are 
provided, 24-hour Medical Technician coverage will be provided. 

Dietary 

Diets are individualized, provided to food service and delivered to the 
Infirmary. We feel this program is adequate. 

Medical Records 

Please review Division of Corrections response in General Summary to total 
report. 

- 10 -
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Quantity Unit 

2 Only 

2 Only 

2 Only 

3 Only 

9 Only 

9 Only 

9 Only 

2 Only 

4 Only 

9 Only 

Only 

1 Only 

Only 

APALACHEE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Medical Equipment Needs -

Item 

Examination Table, 24" wide, 
52" long, 31~" high and 68" 
long fully extended 

Treatment Cabinet, 28" wide, 
18" deep, 34" high, formica 
top 

Stool, swivel, stainless steel, 
upholstered seat, adjustable, 
19" to 25" high, with casters 

Bucket, kick, 5 qt., holder 
with casters and rubber bumper 
rim, stainless steel 

Bed, hospital, manual, standard 
Gatch, Manual 4-position high
low, overall size 36" x 84~'1, 
ball bearing casters 

Mattress, hinged, Supreme, 
innerspring, stop-check cover, 
34" wide x 80" long~ 6" thick 

Chest, bedside, three drawers 
18" wide x 20" deep x 30" high 

Bedside rails, full length, use 
with Gatch springs bed 

Table, overbed, adjustable, end 
crank, single piece top, top 
size 14" x 30" 

Price Each 

$480.00 

140.00 

45.00 

45.00 

194.75 

76.50 

105.00 

55.00 

90.00 

Chair, bedside, wall saver legs, m 26.00 
padded seat, back height 34", 
chrome finish 

Light, examining, adjustable 
42~" to 64" on casters 

Cart, food, insulated body, 
round corners, ball bearing 
rollers, shelves for trays, 
overall size 58" long, 30" wide 
by 40" high, stainless steel 

Ambulance 

- 11 -

79.00 

Total 

$ 960.00 

280.00 

90.00 

135.00 

1,752.75 

688. fjO 

945.00 

11 0 .00 

360.00 

234.00 

79.00 

1,800.00 

10 ,000.00 
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APALACHEE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 
I - Office Equipment -i 

Quantity Unit Item Price Each 

2 Only Recorder, Lanier Edisette, $269.00 
Model ED-1977 

i: 

2 Only Transcriber, Lanier Edisette, 269.00 
Model ET-1977 

2 Only Typewriters with replaceable 567.00 
type element, 15~11 width dual 
pitch, IBM Selectric II 

1 Only Executive desk with 6" over- 173.25 
hang at end and back, overall 
72" x 36", file drawers left 
and right 

3 Only Modular desk, 30" x 60" with 171.00 
26" high right return; return 
top 20" x 30" with three 
drawers 

2 Only Secretarial posture chairs, wood 79.00 
l7~11 wide x 20~11 x 22~1i adj. 
dept. x 31 - 33" adj. high, out-
side measurement 

2 Only Executive posture chair, wood, 
cushioned seat, back and arms. 

120.00 

Hei ght of back 18 il 
- 20 il

, seat 
width 20~", sitting depth 18-3/4 11

, 

seat height 18 11
, adjustable 

4 Only File cabinet, four drawer, letter 75.00 
size, steel case 

1 Only' Bookcase, wood, 30 11 high x 48 11 115.00 
1 ong, 1111 deep, two shelves 

- 12 -
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Total 

$ 538.00 

538.00 

1,134.00 

173.25 

513.00 

158.00 

240.00 

300.00 

115.00 
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APALACHEE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

Dentist I 
Dental Intern 

DENTAL 

(l) 
(l) 

Based upon recoTJ1l1endations by the Babcock Commission Report, it is 
requested that the present Dentist I position be upgraded to a 
Dentist II position and that the Dental Intern position be reclassified 
to a Dentist I position. 

B. Additional personnel needed: 

Dental Assistant 
Cl erk Typist 

(2) 
(1 ) 

As recommended by the Babcock Report, this would achieve employment of 
salaried personnel to work as Dental Assistants and Clerk as opposed to 
using inmates. 

Manual of Operation 

This document will be-provided at all institutions by the Coordinator of 
Institutional Dental Programs. 
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Quantity 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

1 

8 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Unit 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

APALACHEE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Dental Equipment Needs -

Item 

Weber P-64 Un-Ette with multitray, complete 
with all standard equipment and features. 
Color: Biscayne Blue. Modified for Wispair 
air bearing handpiece; price to include in
stallation tubing to jet Weber handpieces 

Wispair Air Bearing Twin Pack, complete with 
cleaning attachings, burr pushers and lubri
cating oil 

Sylvestair High Torque Low Speed Drive Unit, 
straight attachment and tubing 

M-l Miniatrue Handpiece 

Weber Skylight, Unit mount; Color: Biscayne 
Blue 

Helios Lounge Chair with improved dual pillow 
headrest; Color: Biscayne Blue 

Rubber chair mats, half-circle to fit Helios 
Loung Chairs; Color: Biscayne Blue 

Air compressor, DeVilbiss, Model 60~, to run 
four (4) operatories 

Spartan Mobile Stool, OS-900G; Color: Biscayne 
Blue 

Wall cabinets, American Modular, #14D103, wall 
storage unit; Color: Biscayne Blue 

Corner sink units, with top, #14D52, with 
attachments, stainless steel group 90D23, 
American Modular 

Faucet, hot and cold, for corner sink units, 
double mix, single lever #14795, American Modular 

Storage drawers, #14D323, complete with 
accessories; Color: Biscayne Blue. Complete 
tops and attachments; American Modular 
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Total 
Price 

$8,780.00 

1,133. 00 

1,200.00 

500.00 

1,600.00 

8,780.00 

90.00 

400.00 

1,200.00 

400.00 

700.00 

36.00 

500.00 
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Quantity 

4 

4 

4 

4 

2 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

4 

1 

1 

1 

Unit 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Only 

Ohly 

1 Only 

1 Only 

APALACHEE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Dental Equipment Needs -

·Item 

Storage drawers, comp1ete with tops and 
attachments, #140321, complete; Color: 
Biscayne Blue; American Modular 

Four (4) prepatory trays, #14060, complete 
with tops and attachments; American Modular; 
Color: Biscayne Blue 

Two drawers, '#1403, complete with tops and 
attachments; American Modular; Color: Biscayne 
Blue 

Waste Receptable$, 22Kl; foot pedal, Color: 
Biscayne Blue; American Modular 

Autoclave, Pelton-Crane OCM 

Inlay Furnace, Kerr 

Casting Machine, inlay type, Jelenko 

Weber X-ray Unit (Ulton 90); Color: Biscayne 
Blue 

Wig-L-Bug Amalgamator; Color: Biscayne Blue 

Plaster bin, Coe; 2 compartments, Triplex 666 

Quick release chuck fastener, right hand 

X-ray view boxes, GE, #50620; Color: Biscayne 
Blue or Cream 

Hospital Bed - Adjustable 

Panorex - S. s. Wr.~te; Color: Biscayne Blue 

Blow pipe, Model 11011
, high heat with tubing; 

Dixon 

Total 
Price 

$ 500,00 

500.00 

225.00 

104.00 

450.00 

75.00 

125.00 

2,395.00 

110.00 

30.00 

15.00 

84.00 

250.00 

6,500.00 

8.00 

Weber Central Evacuator System to supply four 600.00 
(4) operatories 

Dental X-ray film processor, automatic operation; 800.00 
Model P6 for all size entraoval, accusal and 
screen type film; Super Delux, daylight loading 
hood; Prafexray type 
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Quantity 

1 

6 

1 

1 

2 

4 

2 

4 

4 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Unit 

Only 

Cases 

Only 

Only 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

Each 

. 
APALACHEE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

I 

- Dental Equipment Needs -

Total 
Item Price 

Mixing valve for Profexray Automatic Dental Film $ 135.00 
processor, Model P6 

Developer IIN' and Fixer "B" for Profexray Dental 88.00 
Film processor, case of 2 each 

Dental film dispenser, Kodak Model #2 27.00 

Mobile oral evacuator, solid state, motor speed 
control pilot light, motor control switch; 
Color: White Driftwood; dry clave Mono-Vac, 
Model Mol 

Lounge, 54" wide, 30~" high, 32" deep (overall 
measurements); completely upholstered with 
grade 4 Naugahyde 

Lounge Chair, 30" wide, 30~" high, 32" deep, 
(measurements overall); completely upholstered 
with grade 4 Naugahyde 

Table, rectangular top, four legs, 52" long, 
20" wide, 15" high; walnut wood 

Table, square, four legs, walnut finish, 
20 11 wide, 28 11 high, 20 11 long 

Lamps (for end tables) 

Chest, four drawers, 36" wide, 20" deep, 
40 11 high 

Medicine cabinet, wall mount, bathroom model 

Desk, executive, 72" long, 36" wide, 6" overhang 

Chair, executive 

Modular desk, 30" x 60" 

Return section for above desk 

Chair, revolving, arm1ess 
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264.00 
264.00 

550.00 

700.00 

200.00 

360.00 

160.00 

150.00 

100.00 

175.00 

200.00 

210.00 

157.00 

115.00 
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APALACHEE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Dental Equipment Needs -

Quantity Unit Item 

1 Each Bookcase, wood, 30 1l x 48 11 X 1111 $ 

1 Each Electric Typewriter 

1 Each Desk lamp 

2 Each File cabinets, Kardex, 24" x 10~1I wide 
24li' high 

2 Each Side chairs with arms 

1 Only All-purpose table, round top 

8 Only Chairs 

- 18 -
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Total 
Price 

115.00 

425.00 

45.00 

90.00 

150.00 

125.00 

600.00 

,-.~------------

APALACHEE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

SANITATION 

Housing 

Comment - IIVentilation was poor in liE" and lip units," 

Response 
This space is utilized on a very limited basis and is temporary until 
completion of Multi-Treatment Complex. No inmates have been housed 
recently in these confinement cells due to adequate cell space in two 
(2) other confinement areas. These factors, plus cost of installing 
a ventilation system, would appear to prohibit installation of same. 

Food Service - East Unit 

Item (1) - uNo sneeze guards on serving line. 1I 

Response 
These items were requested in the 1974-1975 Legislative Budget. 

Item (2) - "Food should not be stored on floor in storage areas," 

Response 
This item can and will be corrected locally. 

Item (3) - 1I~1eat cutting table needs repair. II 

Response 
This item has been corrected. 

Item (4) - IIFloor needs repair in meat cutting room.1I 

Response 
This item has been corrected. 

Item (5) - "Hose bibb vacuum breaker needed in vegetable room and garbage area. 1I 

Response 
This item will be corrected locally. 

Item (6) - llScreen needed for inmate bathroom in kitchen.1I 

Response 
This item can and will be corrected locally. 
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Food Service - East Unit 

Item (7) - IINeed hand towels in bathroom." 

Response 
This item has been corrected. 

Item (8) - "Walls need repair in some places." 

Response 
This item has been corrected. 

Food Service - West Unit 

Item (1) - "Vacuum breaker needed in garbage wash area." 

Response 
This item can and will be corrected locally. 

Item (2) - IIToilet needs repair in food area." 

Response 
This item can and will be corrected locally. 

Item (3) - "Screen needs repair in bathroom.1I 

Response 
This item can and will be corrected locally. 

Item (4) - "Potato peeler has cross connection with water supply, also, 
spigot in steam kettle area,lI 

Response 
This item can and will be corrected locally. 

Item (5) - IIWork tables in poor repair. 1I 

Response 
This item can and will be corrected locally. 

Item (6) - "Excessive number of flies. ll 

Response 
This problem has been corrected. 

Item (7) - "Intermittent pyrethrin dispensers should not be within 12 feet 
of food preparation or serving area. 1I 

Response 
This item has been corrected. 
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Food Service - West Unit 

Item (8} - "Ice machine lid needs repair. 1I 

Response 
This item can and will be corrected. 

Item (9) - IINeed thermometer in refrigerator." 

Response 
This item can and will be corrected locally. 

Item (10) - lINeed filters in hoods." 

Response 
Not designed for filter exhaust fan. 

Trash 

Can and will be corrected locally with present resources. 
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AVON PARK CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commissipn Response -

MEDICAL 

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

Physician (l) 
Psychologist II (1) 
Medical Technician Supervisor I (1) 
Medical Technician (9) 
Clerk Typist II (2) 
Nurse Anesthetist (l) 
Nurse II (1) 
Laboratory Technician II (1) 
Pharmacist II . (1) 
Laboratory Technologist II (1) 

B. Additional personnel needed: 

*Phys i ci an II 
*Psychiatrist II 
Psychologist II 
X-ray Technician 
Cl erk Typi s t II 

( 11 • I 
(1) 
(l) 
(1) 
(1 ) 

To comply with the above staff positions a total of $12,000 is requested 
under Operating Capital Outlay to purchase a portable office complex to 
house the Psychiatrist II, two Psychologist Ills and one Clerk Typist. 

*We do not agree that a consulting psychiatrist would satisfy the needs of 
this population. We feel that a full-time psychiatrist is needed at this 
facility. This has been discussed with Dr. Babcock and we feel he genera11y 
agrees with our position. This same feeling exists with reference to need 
for a second physician. 

Medical Plant 

.... 

JiIII!'"'. 

We concur that an entirely new medical facility should be constructed. Funds ~c 
have been requested for a new medical complex. 

Clinical Laboratory 

We concur with this recommendation. The loss of time in a lIfarmed-out" 
specimen could be a life-or-death matter. 
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X-ray 

We concur with this recommendation. A qualified X-ray technician is an 
absolute necessity. 

Pharmacy 

We concur with this recommendation. Due to the work involved in dispensing 
1,400 routine monthly medications, as well as several hundred stat or 
individual doses, plus infirmary patients, a registered pharmacist is 
required. We have a position authorized but have been unsuccessful in 
filling it due to the low salary. 

Kitchen-Dietary 

We concur with recommendation. The infirmary patients do not receive special 
diets as such. A consulting ~ietician for the Division could assist in 
this area. Unti1 this occurs and unti1 proper facilities can be constructed 
limited improvement can be made. 
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Operating Capital Outlay 

Medical Books (Miscellaneous) 
Cabinet, Filing, Prescription (l) 
Cabinet, Filing, Vertical (l) 
Cabinet, Filing, Horizontal (l) 
Ambularlce, Fully Equipped (l) 
Electronic Thermometer (1) 
Xerox Machine (1) 
Desk, Executive (2) 
Desk, Typist (1) 
Chair, Executive {2} 
Chai r, Typist (l) 
Chair, Office (6) 
Typewriter, Electric (1) 
Cabinet, Filing (4) 
Portable Office Space (1) 
Diathermy, Birtcher Bandmaster 
Adding Machine 

TOTAL 

Expenses Needed to Comply with Babcock Report 

Communication and Transportation 
Repairs and Maintenance 
Care and Subsistence 
Travel 
Bedding and Other Textile Products 
Educational, Medi~al and Agricultural 
Maintenance and Heating Supplies 

Supplies 

Office Materials and Supplies 
Other Material and Supplies 

TOTAL 

- 24-

$ 400 
60 

150 
24·5 

10,000 
350 
850 
420 
150 
220 
90 

450 
475 
460 

12,000 
1,400 

200 

$27,920 

$ 1,815 
1,408 

57,477 
1,140 
1,320 

27,204 
870 
696 
808 

$92,738 
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AVON PARK CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

DENTAL 

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

Dentist I 
Dental Intern (Vacant) 

(1 ) 
(1 ) 

B. Additional positions needed: 

Dental Assistant II 
Cl erk Typi st II 

(2) 
(l) 

Recommendations for Improvement 

(1) "Dental Cli·nic Space - there ;s a need for a larger lab, a record 
office and private office for· the dentists." 

(2) 

( 3) 

Response 
We agree with this recommendation. Tnis can be accomplished by 
renovation within the current facility at a cost of $5,000. This 
cost is included in the project operating expense section of this 
report. 

"Dental Equipment - replacement of old equipment in second operatory. 
It was noted that funds have been set aside in the budget for this 
purpose. II 

Response , 
We agree with this recommendation and have included funds in our operating 
budget request to comply with this. 

"Dental Personnel - Dentist I position should be reclassified to a 
Dentist II. Dental intern position should be reclassified to a Dentist I 
position. Employment of two salaried individuals to work as dental 
assistants as opposed to using inmate trainees." 

Response . . . 
We agree with this recommendatlon. The Central ~fflce Pe~s~nnel Section 
can request reclassification of the present Dentlst I posltlon to 
Dentist II and the Dental Intern position to Dentist I. 

(4) "Manual of Operation - shou1d be developed and available for review by 
a 11 personnel '; II 

~~~~o~~~ual is in the process of being issued by the Coordinator of 
Institutional Dental Programs. 
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AVON PARK CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Dental Equipment -

Operating Capital Outlay Needs to Comply with Babcock Commission Report 

Quantity Item 

1 Denta 1 S too 1 

1 Hanks Articulated Model H 

1 Ultrasonic Cleaner 

1 Lab Motor with Rheostat 

Typist Desk 

1 Typist Chair 

1 Executive Desk 

1 Executive Chair 

1 Electric Typewriter 

1 File Cabinet 

TOTAL 

Expense Needs to Comply with Babcock Commission Report 

Medical Sypplies (General) 

Building and Office Renovation 
(to provide office and lab 
addition) 

TOTAL 

- 26 -

Total Price 

$ 285.00 

125.00 

175.00 

270.00 

150.00 

90.00 

210.00 

110.00 

475.00 

115.00 

$2,005.00 

$4,971.00 

5,000.00 

$9,971.00 
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AVON PARK CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

SANITATION 

Response to Discrepancies 

1. The latrine has been identified and lighting improved by 
increasing size of bulbs. 

2. Because of the cost factor, 55-gallon "drums are utilized 
throughout the institution. Cost for suitable replacements 
with covers would be approximately $3,000.00. Makeshift 
lids will be provided for those in use. 

3. The sewage treatment plant is 70% - 75% completed and will be 
utilized upon completion in an estimated sixty (60) days. This 
will eliminate dependence upon "polishing ponds" for treatment. 

4. We are cognizant that the entire food service facility should 
be replaced and funds to do so have been requested under fixed 
capital outlay in the budget for 1974-1975. The present building 
is old and worn and does not lend itself to modernization or 
major renovation. 

Items in the inspection which have been corrected are repair of walk~in 
coolers, thermometers, screens, and hoses stuck in sinks. The entire 
kttchen area has been intensively cleaned, and housekeeping is now under 
the supervision of a specailly assigned employee. The equipment, such as 
stoves, mixers, ovens, and steam ~ots, are now subject to cleaning by the 
special sanitation squad. The general housekeeping has greatly improved 
in the past few months. 

Silverware is now being dispensed from a standard cafeteria-type dispenser, 
and food is no longer stored in ince machines. Additional platforms are 
being constructed to eliminate storing staple goods and produce directly 
on the floor. Instructions have beeTl issued to assure that food will be 
covered while stored in walk-in coolers. 

Items in the report such as inadequate lighting and ventilation, poor 
condition of floors and walls, are noted but cannot be immediately rectified. 
The floors are not in good condition. They are poured concrete and, even 
when freshly cleaned and sanitized, appear to be dirty. We have recently 
done some maintenance on the walls and more is planned. We now have a 
policy that the electrical load~ due to the energy crisis, will not be 
increased unless an emergency exists. We do not deem an increase in 
lighting in dining areas or improvement in ventilation as emergencies. If 
necessary, we can improve on both. 
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In summation, improvements in general housekeeping and sanitation have 
been made in the kitchen area since the inspection of August 27, 1973, 
and it is continuing to improve. The assignment of a sanitation officer 
has done much toward this improvement. 
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CROSS CITY CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

MEDICAL 

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

Registered Nurse II (1) 
Medical Technician Supervisor (1) 
Medical Technician (3) 

B. Additional positions needed: 

Physician II 
Psychiatrist 
Medical Technician 
Clerk Typist II 
Pharmacist II (OPS - 50%) 

(1) 
(1) 
(1 ) 
(2) 

At the time of the Commission's visit to this facility, it had only 
recently been acquired by the Division of Corrections. Initial renovations 
were underway, however, total renovation and planning had not been completed. 
Dr. Babcock severely criticized the planning of the medical and dental 
facilities for this institution. As a result of his visit and advice, 
plans were reviewed and some additions made . 

This facility will operate a six-bed infirmary with adequate pharmacy, 
X-ray room and medical records section. 
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Operating Capital Outlay needed to fully implement Babcock Commission 
Recommendations 

QUantity 

2 

2 

7 

4 

1 

1 

1 

Item 

Executive Desks 

Secretarial desk 

Executive chairs 

Secretarial chair 

Side chairs 

File cabinets 

Electric typewriter 

Transcriber and recorder 

X-ray viewer 

Ambulance 

Total Price 

$ 400.00 

175.00 

300.00 

75.00 

245.00 

600.00 

620.00 

500.00 

44.00 

10,000.00 

Additional expense funds needed to fully implement Babcock Commission 
recommendations - $ 7,500.00 

This inclu~es medical supplies to be used by the physician and psychiatrist, 
travel, unlforms, and othe related expense items. 
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CROSS CITY CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

Babcock Commission Response -

DENTAL 

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

None 

B. New positions recommended by the Babcock Commission: 

Dentist I 
Dental Assistant 

Equipment 

(1) 
(1) 

Operating capital outlay needed to fully implement Babcock Commission Report: 

Quantit.l: Item Total Price 

1 Executive desk $ 200.00 

1 Secretarial desk 175.00 

2 File cabinets 300.00 

2 Si de chai rs 80.00 

1 Executive chair 150.00 

1 Secretarial chair 65.00 

Additional expense funds needed to fully implement Babcock Commission 
recommendations - $ 800.00 

This includes funds for office materials and supplies, travel, and uniforms. 

Fixed capital outlay needs to fully implement Babcock Commission Report: 

As a resul t of new positions recomme'nded by the Babcock Commission not 
planned for it will be necessary to renovate the existing medical facility 
for offices. Total cost will be $1,200 . 
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CROSS CITY CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

SANITATION 

All discrepancies noted in the Babcock Commission Consultant's recommendations 
have been corrected as recommended. 
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DESOTO CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

MEDICAL 

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

Medical Technician (5) 
Medical Technician Supervisor (1) 
Clerk Typist II (1) 
Registered Nurse II (2) 
Registered Nurse III (l) 
Psychologist II (l) 
Physician III (1) 

B. Additional positions needed: 

Psychiatrist II 
Psychologist II 
Medical Technician 
Laboratory Technologist II 
Cl erk Typi s t II 
Pharmacist II 

Eguipment 

(l) 
( 2) 
(2) 
(1 ) 
(1) 
(1 ) 

Major renovation has been completed and the medical facility is now 
located in the new area. Funds are available and purchase orders have 
been issued for necessary material and equipment for the complete air 
conditioning of the hospital. This project should be completed prior to 
summer. 

Eguipment Needs to Fully Implement Babcock Commission Recommendations 

Whirlpool Bath 
Beam Balance 
Analytical Balance 
Typewriter (Pharmacy) 
Repeater Stamp 
Desk and Chair 
Security Door 
Cabinets 
Ultrasoni c 
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$ 1,000.00 
38.00 

200.00 
500.00 
100.00 
250.00 
250.00 
500.00 
500.00 
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Microscope 
Incubator 
Serological bath 
Filing Cabinet 
Security Door 
Miscellaneous Cabinets 
Portable X-Ray Unit 
Developing Sy~tem 
~1i scell aneous 
Desk and Chairs 
File Cabinets 
Book Cases 
Dictaphones 
Miscellaneous Chairs 
Ambu1ance and Equipment 

$ 600.00 
150.00 
150.00 
1 00. 00 
250.00 

1,000.00 
8,800.00 

400.00 
500.00 

1,400.00 
500.00 
300.00 

1 ,000,00 
300.00 

1 0, 000. 00 

Expense Funds Needed to Fully Implement Babcock Commission Recommendations 

For Seven New Positions $ 3,500.00 

Fixed ~~?itol Needs to Fully Implement Babcock Commission Recommendations 
. ~. - '" 

Construction of one office and two 
detention cells ., . 

Renovation of eXisting space to provide 
five office~ and waiting areas 

Major renovation of plumbing system 
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DESOTO CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

Personnel 

A. 

B. 

Present authorized positions: 

Dentist I 

Additional positions needed: 

Dental Assistant I 
Cl erk Typi st II 

Construction 

DENTAL 

(1) 

(1) 
(1) 

Construction of a modern dental clinic will be started soon and this 
facility should be occupied by Fall of 1974. 

Equipmellt Needs to Implement Babcock Commission Report 

Dental Chair and Operator Stools $ 
Surgical Instrument Cabinet 
Monovac Oral Excavation Unit 
Barton Diagnostic Set 
McKesson Oxygen and Resuscitation Unit 
Wigglebug Malagamator 
Bead Steril i zer 
B 0 M Incubator 

Manual of Operation 

2,100.00 
300.00 
500.00 
250.00 
150.00 
75.00 
75.00 
75.00 

This Manual will be developed by the Coordinator of Institutional Dental 
Programs. 
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DESOTO CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

SANITATION 

All discrepancies noted in Mr. Poole's report of October 16, 1973, have 
been corrected except additional ventilation in the storeroQ~ and sneeze 
guar.ds on the serving lines. Necessary steps are being taken to provide 
the needed ventilation and sneeze guards are to be iDstalled in the near 
future. 
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FLORIDA CORRECTrONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock COIll1?(ssion Response -

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positiOns: 

Phys i ci an II 
Registered Nurse III 
Registered Nurse II 
'Registefed Nurse I 
Medical Technician 
Pharmacist II 
Psychologist II 
Medical Techno10gist II 
Correctional Officer II 

MEDICAL 

(1) 
( 1 ) 
(6) 
(3) 
(4) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(2) 

It should be noted that this 'institution is a three-unit facility. The 
Male Unit is apprOXimately two miles from the Female Unit and has a 
capacity for 250 men. 

B. Additional personnel needed: 

Psychi atri st 
Psychologist 
Clerk Typist 
Medi ca 1 Techni ci an * 
Physical Therapist* 
Phys i ci an II* 

(1) 
(3) 
( 2) 
( 2) 
(1) 
(1) 

*The two addi ti ana 1 fviedi ca 1 Techni,ci ans are necessary to provi de 24-hour 
coverage at the Male Unit. The nurses can provide 24-hour coverage at 
both Female Units but we feel 24-hour coverage for 250 men is necessary. 
The Commission only recommended a part-time Physical Therapist. It is 
doubtful that a part-time Physical Therapist could ever be employed at 
this facility due to the lack of such professionals in' the adjoining 
communities. Additionally, the acute needs of females in the area of 
physio-therapy should dictate the need for a full-time Physician as opposed 
to a part-time one. Presently onl~ one full-time Physician position is ' 
authorized for this entire facility. In other Division locations where 
only one position is authorized, males who require the services of a 
full-time Physician can be transferred. to other locations when such position 
becomes vacant. This is not possible at FCI as all committed female 
felons must remain at that facility. Additionally, and probably most 
important is the fact that one Physcian cannot adequately serve the needs 
of all three units. It is for these reasons that we are requested the 
addition of anoti,er full-time Physician. 
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Expense needs to fully implement Babcock Commission recommendations ~ 
$ 5,200.00 

This additional expense would be needed to support the new positions requested 
in the areas of supplies, materials, travel, and uniforms. 

Eguipment needed to fully implement BabcocK Commission recommendations -
$34,500.00 

Dr. Babcock made critical remarks with reference to the fact that construction 
at the men's fadlity had not started. Since the time of the Commission's 
visit, construction has been initiated and is well underway. Once it has 
been completed appt'oximately $,15.,000 of the above amount wi 11 be necessary 
to equip the new six-bed infirmary at the men's unit as well as provide 
support equipment for assigned medical staff. Approximately $4,500 will be 
necessary to provide office equipment and program equipment for the new 
positions. In that the RMC Hospital plans to handle female surgery, there 
is a ser,ious need for the purchase of an ambulance. Approximate cost of 
the vehicle equipped is $10,000. 

Fixed capital outlay needs to fully implement Babcock Commission recommendations 

Shou 1 d the new pas i t';;.,ns be approved it wi 11 be necessary to renovate the 
existing old laundry which is directly adjacent to the existing medical 
facil i ty. The renovati on woul d. provi de offi ce and program space for the 
new positions. Total cost of this renovation would be approximately $23,000. 
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FLORIDA CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

DENTAL 

A. Present authorized positions: 

Denti st I (1) 

B. Additional personnel needed: 

Dent; st I (1) 
Dental Assistant* (2) 

*Babcock Commission only recommended one Dental Assistant. However 
to remain consistent with other institutional recommendations in ' 
providing one assistant per Dentist we have added one additional 
Dental Assistant. ' 

Eguipment needed to fully implement Babcock Commission recommendations -
$ 5,026.00 . . 

Approximately $2,200 of the above would be for replacement of , existing 
equi pment at the Female Un; t. The remai nder woul d be for support o'f the 
new positions at all units. 

Expense needs ~o fully imelement Babcock Commissi'on Report .. $ 3,500.00 

The above includes funds necessary to support the new positions in the areas 
of materials, office supplies, uniforms and travel. 
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FLORIDA CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 
"- - . 

Babcock Commission Response 

SANITATION 

"Female Unit" 

Food Service 

Item (1) - "Meat cutting blocks need refinishing." 

Response 
Instructions were issued to the institutional maintenance department 
to refinish these blocks. 

Item (2) - "Utilize all three c()mpartments of sink to wash eating utensils -
wash, rinse, sanitize." 

Response 
Instructions have been issued to the food. service department to 
insure that this is being done. 

Item (3) - "Cutting boards need replacing." 

Response 
New cutting boards will be purchased this fiscal year. 

Item (4) - "No sneeze guards were on serving line (on order}. II 

Response 
Sneeze guards are presently on order and will be installed when received. 

Item (5) - "Sugar should be dispensed in proepr containers or in individual 
packages. II 

Response 
Sugar containers will be purchased this fiscal year. 

Item (6) - "Need covered waste receptacle in 1 adies' restroom." 

Response 
This item will be purchased this fiscal year. 

Item (7) - "Intermittent Pyrethrin Dispensers should be located at least 
twelve feet away from food preparation or serving area." 

Response 
This item has been corrected. 
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repa,'r,'ng ,'n k,'tchen and dining room. 1I 

Item (8) - 115creens need 

Response 
. All screens will be repaired this fiscal year. 

Item (9) - "Hose bib vacuum breaker needed in steam kettle area.
1I 

Response 
This has been corrected. 

Food Service 

I ten! (1) - "Sneeze guards needed on servi n9 1 i ne." 

Response ' d 
These are on order and will be installed once they are recelve . 

It~m (2) - liThe dish machine was in poor repair," 

Reponse 
This machine will be replaced when necessary. 

k needed 
"
n several areas." Item (3) - IIHose bib vacuum brea ers 

Response 
This has been corrected. 

Item (4) - IIcutting boards need replacing. 1I 

Response 
New cutting boards will be purchased this fiscal year. 

Item (5) - "Thermometer needed in coo1er'lI 

Response 
Thermometer has been installed. 

Item (6) _ "Inmates' bathrooms need cleaning. Need hand towels." 

Response '1 bl Bathrooms have been cleaned and hand towels are ava, a e. 

Item (7) - IIScreens need repair in dining room and kitchen." 

Response f th . t'ng Correction is in process at this time as part 0 e eX1S 1 
renovati,on project. 
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Item (8) - "Walls and ceiling need cleaning and painting in several areas. II 

Response 
Corrective measures have been taken in some areas and additional 
painting will be completed when construction is finished. 

Eguipment* 

The cost of equipment needed to assure proper sanitation for all three 
units of this institution is $1,925.00. 

The amount above is requested for a fogger with 100-gallon spray cart. 

*Not included by the Commission but justified as being a critical sanitation 
need. 
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FLORIDA STATE PRISON 

Babcock Commission Response 

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

Psychiatrist 
Psychologist II 
Social Worker 
Chief Medical Technician 
Medical Technician 
Surgeon 

B. Additional positions needed: 

Psychiatrist II 
Psycho 1 ogi 5 t II 
C1 erk Typi st II 
Medical Technician* 

MEDICAL 

( 1 ) 
(2) 
(2) 
(1) 
(10) 
(1) 

(1) 
(3) 
(2) 
(13) 

*The 13 medical technicians were not included in the Babcock Commission 
Report and he did not concur with these positions until such time as the 
overall mission plan involving Union Correctional Institution, Florida 
State Prison and the Reception and Medical Center was presented to him. 
He did review the proposal at a later date and concurred with the mission 
as well as the positions. 

The Commission made criticism with reference to the "0 11 Unit cell facilities. 
We concur with his criticism; however,the situation is due to our serious 
o~erpopulation problems and cannot be corrected at this time. 

The Commission made critical remarks with reference to the psychiatric 
section operation of this facility. An immediate investigation of this 
situation was made by the Medical and Surgical Director for the Division 
of Corrections and the Chief of Psychiatry for the Division of Corrections. 
Corrections necessary to place the program at the same level of other 
psychiatric programs within the Division have been made. It will not be 
possible, however, to completely correct these deficienc"ies until such 
time as additional staff and equipment can be obtained. 
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Quanti ty 

4 

2 

10 

12 

2 

1 

1 

2 

4 

4 

10 

1 

1 

27 

27 

1 

27 

4 

1 

FLORIDA STATE PRISON 

- Medical Equipment Needs 
(OCO) 

Item 

Double pedestal desks 

Secretarial desks 

Posture back chairs 

Office chairs 

Typist chairs 

Portable X-ray unit 

Microscope 

IBM electric typewriters 

Transcribers 

Recoj"'der~s 

File cabinets 

Floor buffer 

Vacuum cleaner 

Hospital steel beds 

Hospital bed mattresses 

Sitz bath 

Bedside cabinets 

Bookcases 

Sma 11 wh i r 1 poo 1 

TOTAL 

- 44 -

Total Price 

$ 728.00 

588.00 

760.00 

447.00 

84.00 

8,800.00 

1,100.00 

1,282.00 

1,060.00 

1,060.00 

1,217.50 

381.00 

330.00 

3,780.00 

594.00 

350.00 

1,215.00 

235.00 

600.00 

$24,611.50 

I 
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Additional medical expense needed to ful1v implement the Babcock Report: 

Total needed $31,200.00 

This included medical supplies, clothingJ office supplies, travel and 
additional utilities. 

Fixed capital outlay needs to fully implement the Babcock Report: 

New construction will be necessary to provide for additional office space 
and program space as a result of the addition of psychiatric and dentist 
positions. Extensive planning will be necessary to determine specific 
construction needs in cost. For the purpose of this report, it has been 
rough1~ estimated that the needs for this new construction will amount to 
approximately $128.000. 
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FLORIDA STATE PRISON 

- Babcock Commission Response -

DENTAL 

Personnel 

A. 

B. 

Present authorized posttions : 

Dentist I ( 1 ) 
Dental Intern ( 1 ) 

Additional positions needed: 

Dentist II (1) 
Dental Assistant (3) 
Clerk Typist II (1) 

Although not specifically mentioned we would also interpret that it 
is the dental consultants recommendation that the existing intern 
position be upgraded to a Dentist I. Upgrading of this position will 
be reviewed and action taken accordingly. 

Equipment needed to.implement Babcock Commission Report 

Quantity 

3 
1 
3 
1 
3 
1 
1 

Dental Chairs 
Dental Unit 

Item 

Slow Speed Drills 
High Speed Pneumatic Drill 
Mobile Instrument Cabinets 
Auto X-ray Developer 
Dental X-ray Unit 

Total Price 

$ 5,400.00 
2,500.00 

975.00 
289.00 

1,650.00 
890.00 

2,000.00 

This ·equipment list includes replacement items as recommended by the 
consultant as well as new items to support the additional positions. 

Expense needs to support new positions $ 7,500.00 
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FLORIDA STATE PRISON 

- Babcock Commiss'ion Response .. 

. SANITATIO~ 

"Main Unit" 

Food Service 
j 

Item (1) - llNeed thermometers in all coolers and freezers. 1I 

Response 
Thermometers have been installed in some coolers and freezers. The 
remai ni ng coolers wi 11 have the the·rmometers ins ta 11 ed as soon as 
those ordered are received. 

Item (2) - "Rodentproblem (in process of eliminating) ," 

Response 
A custodial officer has been assigned as a sanitation officer and is 
endeavoring to cope with the rodent problem. 

Item (3) - "Lighting needs to be improved in dish machine areas," 

Response 
The lighting in these areas has been improved. 

Item (4) - IINeed pre-rinse sink in main dish room.1f 

Response 
This is an item which is on our capital outlay, 1974-75 budget. 

Item (5) - IIDish machines need to be checked to see that final rinse is 
1800 F. II 

Response 
Has been referred to our Central Office Engineer and our Maintenance 
Department is continUing to work on this problem. 

Item (6) - "Walls and floor tiles need to be replaced in several areas. 1I 

Response 
This is a continuing maintenance problem and the work on the wall and 
floor tiles is ,continuing. 
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Item (7) - "Paint peeling on wall in dish machine area in employee dining 
room. II 

Response 
The paint in these areas is in the process of being scraped. 

Item (8) ,.. "No sneeze shields on any serving lines (on order).11 

Response 
Measurements have been taken for the sneeze shields and they are 
requested in the 1974-75 budget. 

Item (9) - IIAppropriate racks needed for storing eating trays and pots and 
pans. 1I 

~~esponse 
Racks have been ordered for the storing of trays, pots and pans. 

Item (10) - IIp1ywood cutting boards should be replaced with impervious hard 
material. II 

Response 
Plywood cutting boards have been eliminated. 

Item (11) - "Bakery equipment needed general cleaning at time of inspection." 

Response 
This discrepancy has been corrected and will continue to be reviewed. 

Item (12) - "Some equipment in bakery needs repair." 

Response 
Equipment has been repaired .. 

Item (13) - "pot and pan sink area is in process of being repaired." 

Response 
The repairs in the pot and pan sink area have been made. 

Item (14) - "Several cross connections noted during the inspection." 

B-esponse 
The maintenance department is now in the process of eliminating all 
cross connections. 
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110 11 Unit 

Food Service 

Item (1) - "Need hoods over cooking equipment (ready to instal1)." 

Response 
Hoods have been installed over part of kitchen stoves. Additional 
hoods will be fabricated and installed. 

Item (2) - "Floors eroded in p1aces." 

Response 
The Maintenance Department is in the process of repairing the floor 
in the kitchen. 

Item (3) - "No snee.ze guards on serving 1 ine (on order)." 

Response 
Sneeze guards are requested in 1974-75 budget request. 

Item (4) - "Storage rooms needs ventilation. 1I 

Kesponse 
The Maintenance Department will install a ventilation system in the 
storage rooms. 

Item (5) - II Screens need 'r'epa i r. " 

Response 
We are in the process of repairing screens. 

Item (6) - "Racks for storing eating trays needed." 

Response 
Storage racks for food trays have been ordered. 

Item (7) - "Sinks have hose bibb spigots. If these are used hose bibb vacuum 
breakers are necessary to protect the water supply. II 

E~sponse 
We are in the process of eliminating hose spigots. 

Item (8) • "Outside doors in kitchen needs rodent proofing." 

Response 
A new screen door has been installed to help eliminate rodents from 
entering the kitchen. 
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GLADES CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response - !!'!T- '-'; 

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

Phys i ci an I 
Clinical Psychologist 
Medical Technician 

B. Additional positions needed: 

Psycho 109; s t II 
Psychiatrist 
Cl erk Typi st II 
Chief Medical Technician* 
Med~cal Technologist II 
Medical Secretary 
Pharmaci st II 

MEDICAL 

(1) 
(1 ) 
( 5) 

(1) 
(1 ) 
(1 ) 
(1) 
{1} 
(1) 
(1) 

*Since the visit of the Babcock Commision the Chief MedicaJ T",chnician 
position has been reclassified to a Physician I. This necessi'tates the 
need to request a new Medical Technician Supervisor position. 

Genera 1 ComJ1~en ts 

The Babcock Commission empha~ized the needs for full~time Physician services 
at this institution. This hasoeen accomplished. The Corrmission also 
strongly recommended a blizzer system for the infirmary. An alarm system 
is in effect at this institution and if we are ever able to fill all Medical 
Technician positions, seven days a week, 24-hour a day coverage will be 
maintained by employee staff. 

The Commission strongly indicated the need for a clinical 16boratory and 
laboratory technician. These needs are covered in this response. 

The Commission strongly pointed out the need for housing for medical personne1 
and requests for additional how~es and trailer pads have been included in 
past legislative budget request«. We will continue to i~clude these items; 
however, we have been unsuccessful in obtaining legislative approval. 

Numerous comments were made by the Commi s 5 '1 on wi th reference to the need 
for improvement of the segregation unit~ the need for psychiatric ho1ding 
cells, and the need for adequate exer-cLe ,area for those persons in confine
ment. ~le concur with the Co:r:mission's obs1ervations, but again funding would 
be necessary to make the desire improvements. 
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Equipment Needs to Full 1m lement Babcock Commission Recommendations 
26,877.00* 

*A detailed list of this equipment ;s available in the Division of 
Corrections Central Office. 

Ex ense 'Needs to Full 1m lement the Babcock Commission Re ort 
11,106.00* 

*A detailed expense justification is availaole in the Division of Corrections 
Central Office. 

Fixed Ca ital Outla Needs to Full 1m lement Babcock Conmission Re ort 
215,454.00* 

*This total figure includes necessary renovations to existing medical 
facilities, construction of additional housing and trailer pads, the addition 
to the segregation unit (to include psychiatric cells and exercise yard). 
A detailed breakdown is avail~ble in the Division of Corrections Central 
Office. 

... 
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GLADES CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

Babcock Commission Response -

DENTAL 

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

Dentist I 

B. Additional positions needed: 

Dentist II 
Dental Assistant 
ClerK Typist Il* 

(1) 

(1) 
(2) 
(1 ) 

*This position was not included in the dental consultant1s specific 
personnel reconmendations. We feel that this position was erroneously 
omitted as such a position was recommended at other facilities of this 
size. 

Equipment need~ to fully implement Commission recommendations - $24,995.00 

It was reconmended that dental units and chairs in both existing operatori~s 
be replaced, an additional high-speed hand piece be purchased, and that new 
equipment for a third operatory be purchased. 

Expense needs to fully implement Commission recommendations - $ 5,000.00 

This includE!s office materials and supplies, travel, uniforms and miscellaneous 
denta 1 insty'uments necessary to support new posi tions. 

Fixed Capital Outlay needs to fully implemf~ Commission Report - $1 2, 144. 00 

This includes funds to renovate existing operatories and to add a third 
operatory a~i recommended. 

~lanua 1 of Of~ati ons 

This Manual will be issued by the Coordinator of Institutional Dental 
Services. 
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GLADES CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

SANITATION 

Food Service 

Item (1) - "Sneeze guards needed on serving line." 

Response 
Sneeze guards have been ordered and will be installed as soon as they 
are received. 

Item (2) - "Pedestrian traffic should be routed out of dining room." 

Response 
This area has been reviewed and pedestrian traffic has been bf 
re-routed.to the hilhest extent possible. 

Item (3) - "Hose bib vacuum breakers needed in several areas." 

Response 
Valves can be used to prevent the backflow of water into the water 
supply system. Six valves are required at a total cost of approximately 
$120. 

Item (4) - IIBathroom facilities needed for inmates in food preparation 
area. II 

Response . . . 
Funds to provide these facilities have been approved and the facl11tles 
will be· provided in the near future. 

Item (5) - "Baker's tables are in poor repair (New ones on order.). 

. Response 
We concur that a new baker's table is needed. Cost of this table is 
$1,000. 

Total funds needed to fully implement sanitation recommendations - $1,120. 
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..1:AKE CORRECTIONAL INSTI1UTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

Registered Nurse II 
Medical Technician Supervisor 
Medical Technician 

B. Additional positions needed: 

Medical Technician 
Pharmacist II (OPS - 50%) 

MEDICAL 

(1) 
(1) 
( 3) 

(1) 
(1) 

The medical clinic at Lake Correctional Institution shall be located in 
the eXisting metal building designated as B~1lding #7 in the institutional 
description of real property. It is propose'd that the portion of this 
building to be utilized as a clinic be renovated according to the floor 
plan submitted forapproval to the Florida Division of Corrections Archi
tects. Added to this plan shou'ld be one office to be used by the Visiting 
doctor and dentist. 

Dr. Bobcock's report has recommended that an additional physician and dentist 
be employed at Sumter Correctional Institution. If an additional physician 
and dentist is employed at Sumter Correctional Institution, arrangements have 
been made to allow these persons to work at Lake Correctional Institution two 
or three half-days per week. If these positions are not approved, we will 
have to attempt to employ professionals from the community. We have already 
determi ned that these persons are not ava i1 ab 1 e in the 1 oca 1 cOlTllluni ty. 

The scope of the Medical Department shall include the following routine services: 

1. Sanitary inspection for the entire institution. 

2. Supervision of the institutional clinic. 

3. Supervision of the scheduled and emergency sick calls. 

4. Issuing of medical lay-ins for inmates. 
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5. First aid for inmates and/or employees injured. 

6. Issuing of non-prescription medicines. 

7. Security of medicines. 

8. Transportation of medical cases for treatment not available at the 
institution. 

9. Prepare medical reports for inmate Progress Reports and recommenda
tions for inmate transfers for medical reasons. 

10. Maintain all inmate medical records at this institution. 

11. Issuing of such medication as might be prescribed by a licensed 
physician and obtained from a licensed pharmacy. 

12. Maintain a basic first aid station. 

13. Examine all inmates who present a medical or health complaint. 

14. Maintain a nine-bed in-patient clinic. 

Emergency medical problems shall be handled by one or more of the follow
ing procedures: 

1. Exa~ination and treatment of the individual by a physician after 
emergency transportation of individual to the ~mergenc~ room of 
Community Hospital, Leesburg; South Lake Memonal Hospltal, 
Clermont; Orange Nemor;al Hospital, Orlando, or: 

2. Emergency transportation of 'individual to Sumter Correctional 
Institution hospital or: 

3. Emergency transportation of the individual to the hospital at the 
Reception and Medical Center, ~ake Butler, 

Lake Correctional Institution has two station wagons that are c!p-~l,i: of ., ..... 
short range transporting of ~mbulatory cases. One wagon cary be ~q' lpped 
wi th necessary emergency equi pment. Long range transportatlon \,1111 prob
ably be handled by Sumter Correctional Institution ambulance staff. 

Funds are avai1~ple to p~rchase necessary equipment. 
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LAKE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

DENTAL 

As of this date t~is institution has no in-house facil Hies for dental care. 
All dental complalnt cases are transported to Sumter Correctional Institution 
for treatment. The plan submitted for approval of the medical area includes 
a pr~posed dental area in order to avail this institution of in-house dental 
serVlces. 
. , 
Dr. Babcock's report has recommended that an additional dentist be employed 
at Sumter Correctional Institution. If an additional dentist is employed at 
Sumter Correctional Institutiqn, arrangements have been mqde to allow this 
dentist to work at Lake Correctional Institution two or three half-days per 
week. 

Funds are available to purchase necessary eqUipment. 
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LAKE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock COllll1ission Response -

SANITATION 

No extensive sanitation inspection of this facility was made as we had 
just purchased this facility and occupied it at time of the Babcock 
Conmission visit. Minor discrepancies in the food service area were 
noted but planned renovation of the facility should correct these dis
crepancies. Sanitation inspections will be the responsibility of the 
Medical Department. 

\ 

\ 
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RECEPTION AND MEDICAL CENTER 

- Babcock Commission Response -

MEDICAL 

Personnel 

A. Fresent authorized positiohs: 

Physician II (2) 
Medical Technician Supervisor I (1) 
Medical Technician (27) 
Medical and Surgical Director (1) 
Secretary III (1) 
Hospital Administrator (1) 
Nurse Director I (1) 
Psychiatrist II (3) 
Medical Records Librarian (1) 
Medical Technologist II (1) 
Social Service Worker (1) 
Physical Therapist I (1) 
Pharmacist III (1) 
Pharmacist I (1) 
~Nurse Anesthetist (1) 
Surgeon (2) 
Registered Nurse III (5) 
Registered Nurse II (25) 
Medical Technician (LPN) (6) 
Medical Transcriber I (5) 
Clerk Typist II (3) 
Dietician I (1) 
Vocational Instructor III (1) 
Correctional Officer I (1) 

B. Additional medical personnel recommended by Dr. Babcock in 1973: 

Assistant Hospital Administrator (1) 
Clerk V . (l) 
Medical Supply Supervisor (1) 
Medical Supply Specialist (1) 
Medical Supply Storekeeper. (1) 
Maintenance Mechanic' (1) 
Linen Handler II (1) 
Laundry and Housekeeping Manager (1) 
Physician Assistant (6) 
Clinical Social Worker II (1) 
Registered Nurse II (4) 
Registered Nurse III (3) 
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psychiatric Nurse I (2) 
Psychiatric Nurse II (2) 
Medical Technician (18) 
Optometrist (1) 
Medical Technologist II (1) 
Medical Technologist I (2) 
Nursing Service Supervisor (4) 
Assistant Nurse Director I. (1) 
Medical Technologist Supervisor (1) 

C. Additional positions needed: 

Psychiatrist 
Psychologist 
General Physicians 
Clerk Typist 
Social Worker 

(2) 
(4) 
(2) 
(2) 
(6) 

Those positions recommended in 1973 are still needed as noted in Attachment #2. 
Dr. Babcock concurs. 

.( 
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RECEPTION AND MEDICAL CENTER 
f', - Medical Equipment Needs -

I" Unit Item 

1 Blood Gas Apparatus 

1 Microscope Operating Room 

1 Aeration Cabinet 

1 Datascope 

1 Portable Defibrillator 

1 Datascope Resurcitron 

1 Electronic Thermometer 

1 Throat Suction Machine 

1 Stomach Suction Machine 

1 Room Fogger 

1 Crash Cart 

3 Refrigerators 

1 Advance Super Scrubber 

3 Li nen Carts 

1 Ambulance Type Stretcher 

2 Medicine Carts 

1 CSR Cart 

2 Ice Carts 

1 Silver Recovery System 

1 Automatic Processor 
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Total Price 

$ 3,295.00 

5,000.00 

1,000.00 

1,395.00 

800.00 

1,700.00 

790.00 

580.00 

580.00 

800.00 

220.00 

900.00 

1,000.00 

675.00 

115.00 

120.00 

200.00 

300.00 

800.,00 

9,000.00 

Unit Item Total Price 

1 X-ray Intensifier and Mount $12,166.00 

, 1 Urolo~y Equip.ment 4,055.00 

1 ENT Equipment 750.00 

Equipment for New Positions 9,189.00 

TOTAL ? $46,230.00 

Operating Capital Outlay and Expense Needs to Correct State Fire Marshal 
Discrepancies - Attachment #9 

$18,601.00 
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RECEPTION AND MEDICAL CENTER 

- ~abcock Commissi on Response -

DENTAL 

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

Dentist II (1) 
Dentist I (1) 
Dental Intern (4) 
Dental Assistant II (1) 
Dental Assistant I (4) 
Dental Hygienist ( 1 ) 
Correctional Officer I (1) 

B. Additional positions needed: 

Dental Lab Technician (1) 
Cl erk Typi st II (1 ) 

It was also recommended that the Dental Intern positions be reclassified 
to Dentists I. All such dental reclassifications will be reviewed and 
pursued immediately. 
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RECEPTION AND MEDICAL CENTER 

Babcock Commission Reponse -

SANITATION 

Food Service 

Item (1) - liThe hot water rinse on the dish machine should be 1800 F. for 
effective sanitatiiation of the eating utensils. 1I 

.Response 
Tne hot water rinse on the dish machine was below 1800 F. because at 
the time of this inspection,we were operaiing ana ~team boiler too 
small to handle the steam load at this institution. However, during 
the first part of this year a new 250 h.p. boiler was installed. This 
new boi 1 er has corrected the low steam going ,to the dishwasher machine . 

Item (2) - 1I0ne small work table needs an impervious top. II 

Response 
The work table's top was refinished. 

Item (3) - IINeeds hand towel dispenser in rest room." 

Response 
Hand towel dispenser has been placed in rest room. 

General Kitchen 

Item (1) - IINeeds paper towels and paper towel dispenser in inmates rest 
room. II 

Response 
Paper 'towels and dispenser have been placed in rest room. 

Item (2) - "Prepared food left stored in coolers should be covered. II 

Response 
This item has been corrected. 

Item (3) - "Food containers should not be stored on floor in coolers." 

Response 
It is a standard rule that food would not be in containers on the floor. 
We have again instructed food service instructors and inmate cooks to 
store all food containers on racks that are in the coolers; also to 
cover all food that is to go in the ~ooler • 
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Item (4) - IIIce machine needed cleaning, food should not be stored in ice 
in ice machine. II 

Response 
This has been corrected. The storing of food in ice machines is 
against the rules within the kitchen area. Instructions not to 
store food in the ice machine have been re-issued. 

Item (5) - IIFloor needs repair in dishwashing room.1I 

Response 
The repairs needed on the f100r have been corrected. 

Item (6) - IIIntermittent Pyrethrin dispensers should be relocated to 
maintain a twelve foot distance between any food preparation or 
serving areas. 1I 

Response 
These dispenser cans have been moved to the twelve foot distance as 
recommended. 

Item (7) - IISeveral cross connections were noted in kitchen area~ Hoses 
were attached to sink mixing valves and spigots. These should be . 
removed after each use unless appropriate vacuum breakers are installed 
at each spigot. 1I 

Response 
,Th~se cross connections and hoses are used when scrubbing the kitchen 
area and it had been a habit of leaving them hooked up all the time. 
Since we don't have vacuum breakers, the hoses are being removed after 
each scrub down. 
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SUMTER CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

MEDICAL 

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

PhYSician (l) 
Psychologist (1) 
Registered Nurse (2) 
Chief Medical Technician (l) 
Medical Technician (5) 
Clerk Typist 1'1* (1) 

*The Commission noted that SCI currently has a medical secretary. This 
is an error. Sumter Correctional Institution has no position for a 
medical secretary. The position ment10ned is that of a Clerk Typist II. 

B. Additional positions needed: 

Physician 
Psychiatrist 
Psycho].ogi st II 
Medical Technician 
Secretary II 
Cl erk Typi s t II 
Pharmaci st II 

('I) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3 ) 
(1) 
(2) 
(1) 
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~uipment needed to implement Babcock Commission recommendations 

Quanti ty Item Total Price 

4 Office tables $ 900.00 

4 Office chairs, arm/swivel 300.00 

8 Chairs 960.00 

1 Bookcase 25.00 

1 X-ray view box 80.00 

1 Dazor floating lamp 50.00 

1 otoscope Ophthalmoscope 95.00 

1 Blood pressure apparatus with base 150.00 

1 Examining table 250.00 

1 Dressing carriage with bowl, tray 175.00 

1 Instrument cabinet (with glass shelves) 215.00 

1 Waste receptacle (with cover) 25.00 

1 Tape recorder 60.00 

I 

f 
3 Dictaphones 1,200.00 

r 2 Transcribers 800.00 

5 Waste baskets 25.00 

5 Filing cabinets 750.00 

2 Typist desks 300.00 

2 Secretarial chairs 120.00 

2 Electric typewriters 1,000.00 
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Additional expense to support new positions - $12~000.od 

Fixed capital request to implement Babcock Commission recommendations: 

Currently, half of the infirmary rooms are not in use due to lack of 
personnel and inability to provide coverage in those areas. The Y'ooms not 
in use are the ones originally designed as wards and a corresponding nurse's 
station. All in-patients are quartered in the area close to the out-patient 
clinic. Approval of recommended positions will entail providing offices 
and program space. 

Two floor plans have been sUbmitted. One plan shows current space usage. 
The other plan shows requested renovations to provide for expected new 
pas i tbns. 

Expense for renovation - $ 1,858.00 

General Comments 

In general the Babcock Commission Report made favorable corrments with 
reference to the medical program at Sumter Correctional Institution. It 
is planned that with the addition of thE', new Physician and Dentist 
positions, these positions will also be responsible for providing con
sulting medical services to Lake Correctional Institution which is located 
approximately 25 miles from this institution. 

Quality controls for the clinical laboratory have: been initiated. The 
Commission noted a need for a restraint room for accute psychotics. Such 
a room is present1y available in theinfiY'mary but is not acceptable in its 
present state. Funds to place this room in proper order are included in the 
fixed capital request for this facility. 
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SUMTER CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

DENTAL 

Personnel 

A. PY'esent authorized positions: 

Dent; st I 

B. Additional positions needed: 

Denti st I 
Dental Assistant 
Clerk Typist II* 

(1 ) 

(1) 
(2) 
(1) 

*In that the dental consultant recommended a Clerk Typist for all 
dental. programs, it is our belief that such a recoJmlendation for 
this facility was inadvertently deleted from the report. Additionally, 
should one new Dentist position be approved, it would be our intention 
to consider the reclassification of one of the positions to a Dentist II. 
The Dentist II would have management responsibilities for this program. 
As mentioned earlier in this report, it is planned that one of the 
Dentists would provide the dental services for Lake Correctional 
Institution. 

EqUipment needed to fully implement Babcock Commission recommendations 

Quantity 

2 

2 

Dental chairs 

Dental units 

Item Total Price 

$ 2,400.00 

$ 4,680.00 

Additional expense to support new positions and increased programs -
$ 7,500.00 
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SUMrER CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

SANITATION 

Food Service 

Item (1) - IIIntermittent Pyrethrin Dispensers should be twelve feet away 
from food preparation or serving area. II 

Response 
The maintenance department is moving these dispensers. 

Item (2) - IIFloor is in the process of being replaced. 1I 

Response 
We have a contract on this and are working on this at present. 

Item (3) - IISneeze guards needed on serving line,lI 

Response 
Funding is needed in the amount of $2~250. 

Item (4) - IIInadequate lighting in cooking area for personnel dining room.1I 

Response 
One-half of the lights were disconnected at that time. Funds in the 
amount of $100 are needed for additional lights. 

Item (5) - IIHose bib vacuum breakers needed on several spigots.,11 

Response , . 
Maintenance department can correct thlS wlth funds of $50.00. 

Item (6) - IICloser supervision may be needed in the dishwashing room. . 
Inmates did not have final rinse water turned on machine while washlng 
trays. II 

Response 
Food Service Manager is correcting this by providing closer supervision. 

Item (7) - 1l0ne battery of cooking equipment does not have a ventilation hood.1! 

Response 
Funds in the amount of $100.00 are needed to correct this. 
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Item (8) - IIContainers of food should be stored off the floor.1t 

Response 
This has been corrected by providing flats. 

Item (9) - "Ceiling needs repairing in one area of the kitc~en.1t 

Response 
Construction project approved this year at time of flooring; will 
correct immediately. 

Item (10) - IICutting boards need replacing." 

Response 
Funding is need in the amount of $40.00 to correct this ftem. 

Item (11) - "Baker's tables need refinishing. 1I 

Response 
Funding is needed ;n the amount of $150.00 to correct this. 

Item (12) - "Need racks for baker's refrigerator." 

Response 
Need funds ;n the amount of $125.00 to correct this item. 

Item (13) - "Back entrance to kitchen needs screening, or some other device 
installed which will control fly entrance." 

Response 
Funds in the amount of $200.00 are needed in this area. 
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UNION CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

Surgeon 
Nurse Anesthetist 
Pharmaci st II 
Medical Tech. Supv. II 
Medical Technicians 
Medical Technologist II 
Clinical Psychologist 
Psychologist II 
Psychologist I 
Optometrist 
Hospital Administrator 
Registered Nurse II 
Registered Nurse I 
Physi ci an II 
Medical Records Librarian 
Clerk Typist III 
Secretary I I 
Medical Transcriber 
Social SerVices Worker 
Psychiatrist I 

B. Additional positions needed: 

Nursing Director 
Registered Nurse III 
Registered Nurse II 
Medical Technician 
Food Service Instructor* 
Psychiatrist II 
Psychologist II 
Psychologist I 
Cl erk Typi st II ** 
X-Ray Technician II (MT) 
Laboratory Technician (MT) 

MEDICAL 

(2 ) 
(l ) 
(1) 
(1 ) 

(36 ) 
(1 ) 
(1 ) 
(1 ) 
(1 ) 
(1) 
(1 ) 

(10) 

fB 
(1 ) 
(1) 
(3) 
(4) 
(3) 
(1 ) 

(1 ) 
(3) 
(5) 

(10) 
(3) 
(1 ) 
(2 ) 
(4) 
(2) 
(1 ) 
(1 ) 
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Justification on Recommended Positions -
*Although Dr. Babcock severely criticized the operation of the Union Correc
tional Hospital diet kitchen, he did not address the need- for food service 
instructors to supervise this activity. Our plans are to have the dietitian 
from the Reception and Medical Center act as consultant. This would be on 
a limited part-time basis of two visits per week for approximately four hours. 
The diets order.ed by the physicians for both inpatients and outpatients have 
to be considered as a prescription - and must be filled accurately. ,There
fore, we are requesting three food service instructor positions for the ~ay
to-day supervision of the inmates who are preparing the regular and speclal 
diets in this area. 

*~he two clerk typists requested are to provide administrative and clerical 
support for the additional psychiatrist and psychologist staff recommended 
by Dr. Babcock. 

NOTE: Please refer to intended mission of this institution's medical program 
as outl ined in Attachment # 2. 

Funding Necessary to Implement aabcock Corrnnission Recommendations 

Total Operating Capital Outlay to equip new positions 

Total Operating Capital Outlay to equip medical program 

Total Operating Capital Outlay to equip diet kitchen 

Total Fixed Capital to renovate diet kitchen 

Total Expense for full operation for one year 
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12,682.90 

12,140.00 
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Clinical Laboratory 

Di screpanci as . 
1. No quality control measures being undertaken. 

Response 
1. Qua1ity control has been implemented. 

. X-Ray Department 

Discrepancies 
1. Absence of qualified personnel to take x-rays and read them. 

2. There has not been a routine chest film taken this year of inmates. 

Response 
1. One position for X-Ray Technologist has been requested. A Radiologist 

Consultant has been hired. 

2. At the time of Dr. Babcock's survey, the Health Department had not 
taken yearly chest x-rays of the inmate population. However, since 
the time of survey, the TB Control from Jacksonville, Florida, has 
taken x-rays of all inmates. 

Pharmacy 

Discrepancies 
1. Patients are maintained on certain drugs without any check-up or 

lab work to determine the effect on the patient's blood level or 
metabolism. 

Response 
1. This could satisfactorily be established with addition of one new 

position in the laboratory, which has been requested. 

Medical Records 

D1screpancies 
1. Phys;c;ah not signing orders. 

2. Vital signs. 

3. Discharge Summaries. 

4. NP patients were admitted without history and physicals, without 
vital signs and on occas10n, drugs were given with no signature 
as to who ordered them. 
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Response . . 
1 2 3 and 4 - The medical records for the medical and surglcal patlents 
a;e ~ow in an acceptable standard. The discharge.su~~ries ar~ b~ing com
pleted by the physicians. Doctors' orders are.belng sl~ned and vltal 
signs are being taken and charted. All NP.pa~lents admltted to t~e arynex 
are given history and physicals by the ~dm~ttlng doctor: ~ny medlc~tl0n 
prescribed for them has a signed prescrlptl0n and also lt 1S noted 1n the 
chart for the time it was ordered and who ordered it. 

Kitchen 

Discrepancies 
1. Crowded and untidy. 

2. Dishwashing machine not operating. 

3. The ice scoop was stored with the ice. 

4. Food was being stored in the ice machine. 

5. Inadequate storage space. 

Response 
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 - We need a completely newly renovated kitchen facili~y 
and equipment to correct the discrepancies. However 5 we have corrected 
the dishwashing problem and removed the ice scoop and food from the ice 
machine. 

,Physical Plant Needs 

Move the Psychiatric Department to what 1S now utilized as the Parke 
Davis unit. 

Response 
Plans are being made to accomplish this. 

. .... ~ 

Establish definite criteria for housekeeping standards. 

Response 
Housekeeping standards have been accomplished. 

Standardize medical records format uniformally with other institutions. 

Response 
The office of the Medical and Surgical Director, Division of Correc
tions, is planning to standardize all medical forms. 

Discontinuation of all inhalation anaesthetics. Referring all major work 
to the Reception and Medical Center. 

Response 
Only emergency surgery will be done at Union Correctional Institution 
Hospita 1. 
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Use of Inmates 

The comments made by the Commission regarding the reduct~on of inmate workers 
by replacing them with qualified free personnel is not valid. We currently 
are using only 30 inmates in the medical facility, seven of which are assigned 
housekeeping duties, and none provide direct inmate patient care. This is a 
reduction of 146 inmates in the medical facility since new medical positions 
were avthorized in 1972. We hope to further reduce the numbet' of inmates 
assigned, but there will always be some inmates working in thl: medica1 facility 
performing housekeeping duties. 
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UNION CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

Personnel 

A. Present authorized positions: 

Dentist II 
Dental Intern 

B. Additional positions needed: 

Dent'ist I 
Dental Assistant I 
Clerk Typist II 

Dental Expense 

DENTAL 

(1 ) 
(l) 

( 1 ) 
(3) 
(1) 

Actual (July 1,1973 to January 31, 1974 - 7 months) 

Allotment: 
Actual: 
Variance: 
Per diem cost: 

$ 6,830.00 
11,884.04 
5,048.04 

.03375 

Total number of patient visits to dental clinic from July 1,1973 to 
January 31,1973 - 2,621. 

Dental Expenses Needed to Implement Babcock Commission Report 

Dental StJPplies 
Travel 
Office 
Dental Lab Expenses 

Total 

$25,000.00 
500.00 
350.00 

14~000.OO 

$39,850.00 
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Dental Clinic Space 

A new location for the Dental Clinic is needed. The location is still to 
be determined and should preferably be in a new building rlesigned for this 
purpose. Second choice would be a location as an annex to the hospital. 

The clinic should have five (5) treatment rooms: three for general denistry, 
one for oral surgery) and one for dentai hygiene. Additional needs: a room 
for panarex radiology, a private office for each dentist and the secretary, 
a staff room, a supply room, a dark room, a deYltal 1 aboratory, a business 
record office, a reception room, adequate rest rooms and a recovery room. 
Approximate area: 2,500 square feet. Approximate cost (at $17 per square 
foot) - $42,500.00. 

Dental Equipment (OCO) 

The three weber units (P-75) are no longer being manufactured and are in 
constant need of repair, which slows down our dental delivery system. The 
air technique compressor is adequate for three treatment rooms, but not for 
five. The autoclave and x-ray machines are satis"factory. New equipment 
needed is listed below: 

Five (5) dental units at $2,400.00 each 
Five (5) dental chairs at $1,995.00 each 
Five (5) examination light at $700.00 each 
One (1) panarex 
One (1) automatic x-ray developer 
One (1) high volume air compressor 

Other equipment: Modular instrument cabinets, 
laboratory equipment, high and low speed hand 
pieces, dark room equipment 

Total 
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9,975.00 
3,500.00 
9,500.00 

895.00 
1,395.00 

7,500.00 
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UNION CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION 

- Babcock Commission Response -

SANITATION 

It was noted that: "The Main Kitchen at Union Correctional Institution is 
also totally unacceptable and should be replaced." Exception certainly 
cannot be made to this statement; however, the Master Plan, when totally 
implemented, will resolve the problem. In the interim, corrections will 
be made which should not only improve the general appearance of the area, 
but will improve the entire Food Service Program. Funds are presently 
av~ilable to accomplish the following: 

1. Erect stainless steel hoods with fire preventive devices where 
applicable over each cooking area. (These are presently being 
installed. ) 

2. Install a stainless steel pan under the steam kettles to correct 
the deplorable condition of the floor in the pit. (This is await
ing installation.) 

3. Lower the ceiling of the main dining room by using suspended 
acoustical tile. 

4. Erect traffic control partitions (planters where feasible) and 
alter the present feeding line procedure. 

'5. Construct a soffit over the serving 1 ines not only for an aesthetic 
effect, but to prov; de recessed 1 i ghti ng and a structure from \'Jhi ch 
to hang the sneeze guards. 

6. Install new lighting fixtures in the main dining room. 

In addition to this, funds are being requested to provide additional and 
replacement of equipment as follows: 

Number of Unit Amount Requested 
Item Units Price 1974-75 

Place Settings 1,200 $ $ 6 7,200 
50 Ration Pans 72 12 864 
100 Ration Pans 72 18 1,296 
Transfer ladles 4 70 280 
20 gallon Stock Pans 8 180 1,440 
Inserts 30 25 750 
Bread Pans 100 9 900 
Meat Slicer 2 450 900 
Toaster 3 250 750 
Bread Racks 6 300 1,800 
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Number of Unit Amount Requested 
Item 'Units Price 1974-75 

Pastry Racks 6 $ 300 $ 1,800 
Ice Machines 2 1,400 2,800 
Coffee Pots 4 800 3,200 
Steam Pots 4 2,700 10,800 
Grill s 2 950 1,900 
Steam Tables 4 3,600 14,000 
Sneeze Guards 4 505 2,020 
Meat Saw 1 700 700 
Stainless Tables 4 450 1,800 
Freezer and Cooler Racks 8 1,000 8,000 
Beverage Islands 2 2,600 5,200 
Silverware Dispenser 2 500 1,000 
Deep Fat Fryers 2 650 1,300 
Meat Grinder 1 350 350 
Garbage Disposal 1 4,800 4,800 
Can Washer 1 350 350 
Typewriter 1 200 200 
Tray Conveyors 2 3,800 7,800 

The acquisition of these requested items should certainly go a long way 
toward bringing this facility up to par. The greatest need is the tray 
conveyors and garbage disposal. This system will enable the elimination 
of the unsanitary cans presently used. Of course, there are other items 
-of equal importance which were not mentioned in the Report~ 
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Response to Discrepancies in Main Kitchen 

1. Not enough light in dish machine rooms. 

Response 
Defective bulbs have been replaced. If additional foot candle 
power is needed, this will be corrected when the new light are 
installed in the main dining room. 

2. Dish machines are not in operation at time of inspection (the 
final rinse should be checked to see that it reaches and main
tains 180 0 F since the operators of the machine did not know). 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Response 
The final rinse temperature on the big machine exceed 180 0 F. 
A close vigilance can insure the desired temperature in the 
rinse cycle. 

Excessive number of flies ;n kitchen and dining room were noted. 
Back door should be kept closed since garbage cans are stored in 
this area. 

Response 
Since the inspection, new screens have been installed and instruc
tions have been issued to keep the back doors closed. Screen re
placement is a never ending task. 

Several sinks were equipped with hose bibb spigots. Many had 
hoses attached and laying in a sink or on the floor. This creates 
a cross connection between the se'wer and water systems. 

Response 
Instructions have been issued to discontinue the practice of leav
ing hoses connected and laying in the sink or on the floor. 

Hoods have never been installed over any cooking equipment. 

Response 
They are presently being installed. 

Need soap and hand towels in inmate bathrooms in food preparation 
area. 

Response 
Soap and paper towels have been supplied. 

7. Floors need repair in areas such as the bakery. 

Response 
Thi s di screpancy wi 11 be corrected in the near future. 
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8. Walls and ceilings need cleaning in bakery. 

Response 
The walls have been cleaned and the entire area ts scheduled for 
repainting. 

9. The bakery also has inadequate lighting and ventilation. 

Response 
Presently, the only feasible way to increase the foot candle power 
is to increase the wattage of the bulbs. Funds have been requested 
to air condition this area dur1ng the fiscal year 1974-75. 

10. Ice machines need cleaning. 

Response 
They are clean now. 

11. No sneeze guards on serving line equipment. 

Response 
These are requested in the 1974-75 Legislative Request. 

12. Many metal eating trays are cracked and in poor repair. 

Response 
$7,200 is requested to replace these during 1974-75. 

Recent inspections solidify .the fact that general housekeeping in this area 
has vastly improved. 
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Response to Discrepancies in Hospital Kitchen 

1. Dishwashing machine did not maintain 1800 F. 

Respon~e 
Hospital has no control over amount of steam that is furnished to 
the Hospital kitchen. However, this problem is being corrected. 

2. Food should not be stoled in the ice machine. 

Response 
This has been corrected. 

3. No screens in the kitchen area. 

~h~ponse 
1 s W1Tl be corrected at time of renovation. 

4. Not enough storage space for food. 

Response 
This should be corrected at renovation time, 

5. Food prepared in the kitchen was carried upstairs on an open cart 
and then served to the patients there. 

Response 
This is mainly due to the lack of an elevator and should be included 
in a total overall renovation program. 

6. Refrigerator cleanliness and the fact that the temperature of the 
refrigerator was at 50° F and it should be 40°F or less. 

~esponse 
ew sanitation procedures for the culinary department established 

to correct the cleanliness problem in the kitchen. The r~frigera
_ tors are being run at a maximum to their capabilities and will re
- quire different refrigeration units for the kitchen. Replacement 

units have been included in our budget. 
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DC ROAD PRISONS'AND VOCATIONAL CENTERS 

BABCOCK COMMISSION REPORT 

GENERAL SUMMARY REMARKS 

Upon receipt and review of the Report, a memorandum was sent to all Road 
Prison Captains outlining those conditions existing which could be cor
rected by personnel and/or nominal cost with instructions to correct same 
immediately. Those conditions corrected are detailed specifi~ally in this 
report under the respective facilities. Those recommendations and obser
vations made by the Survey Team which would require considerable funding 
and approval by the Legislature, we have secured cost estimates and pre
pared a budget presentation as a part of this report. 

There are currently fourteen Road Prisons in the Division of Corrections. 
While currently being operated as Road Prisons, four are presently being 
converted to Vocational Centers. The thrust of the Division is to even
tually convert all remaining Road Prisons to Vocational Centers or to 
some other type treatment facility. Several of the Road Prisons were 
constl"ucted many years ago and are 01 d facil ities in need of renovation 
at considerable cost. 

The primary function of a Road Prison ;s to provide maintenance.of highways. 
To be classified and transferred to a Road Prison to perform th1$ type work, 
an inmate must be medically graded in good physical condition with no handi
caps by the Medical Department~ Inmates with existing m~d~cal problems.o~ 
who require institutionalization under the d~rect superv:sl0n.of a phys:clan 
are not transferred to a Road Prison. When lnmates conflned 1n Road Prlsons 
become ill or i!J1jured, they are taken to,·the physician's office or to the 
local hospital for immediate care. Any inmate determined by the physician 
to be unable to continue to perform road maintenance type work 'is reassigned 
to one of the major institutions. 

For each Road Prison a local physician is retained un~er contract, T~ey 
visit the Road Prison once or twice weekly and hold s1ck call. Salarles 
of physicians has been a pro~lem, and some have resigned a~ a result of 
this. We thoroughly agree wlth the Survey Team's.observatl0ns that the 
Road Prison physicians are underpaid for the serVlces they perform. We 
are proposing that their salaries be elevated from $250 a month to $500 
a month. 

The Survey Team notes that each Road Prison has a "drug chest!' containing 
over-the-counter drugs and home remedies. ~l~o.noted wer~ ob~olet~ drugs 
and pills. The medical supplies of our facllltles are malntalned 1n a 
lockable storage room equipped with shelving. Drugs have been pu~chased 
at the specific request of physicians in order for them.to be aval1able 
for their use during sick call. Noting the recommendat~ons of,the Survey 
Team and their observation that many of the drugs and.p:l!s are now obs~
lete, Mr. Curtis Lee, Consulting Pharmacist for the D1V1Sl0n of.Correctlo~s, 
was contacted; and he has already completed a survey of our medlcal supplles 
and disposed of those various drugs, etc. which he felt to be obsolete. 
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In the future, only current prescription drugs that are prescribed by the 
physician for the individual inmate will be maintained for the period di
rected by the physician. We will maintain first aid supplies, aspirin, 
and other simpl e remedi es recommended by the' physician. 

Road Prison Captains have been instructed to appoint an officer to be re
sponsible for sanitation. Concerning definite sanitary rules and regula
tions, we are currently developing a standardized plan for the facilities. 

The need to replace the sewage treatment plants at some of our older Road 
Prisons is certainly recognized, and we have requested funds for same in 
the 1974-75 budget. The cost of same is estimated at $53,000 per facility. 

We again concur with the Medical Survey Team that the Road Prison confine
ment facilities (detention cells) need to be modernized and upgraded. The 
only way to accomplish same is to abolish the old facilities and construct 
new ones, and our recommendation is described more specifically under each 
facility in this report. 

Concerning observation of the Survey Team that rodent presence was found 
at many Road Prison facilities, we are recommending that funding be made 
available in order to secure the services of a pest control company. 
Orkin Exterminating Company was contacted and provided an estimate of 
$21 for servicing one facility monthly. If approved by contract for all 
Road Prison facilities, this company would, in addition, provide a five 
percent discount from the estimate. 

There is not an immediate solution to our overcrowded conditions within 
Road Prisons. This -is a problem existing in all Division of Corrections 
institutions. 

Following is a review of each facility with our response and recommenda
tions regarding the observations and recommendations of the Medical Survey 
Team. 
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DC Road Prison #25 

Arcadia, Florida 

The Division of Corrections Road Prison #25, Arcadia,- Florida, is a close 
custody Road Prison housing close, medium and minimum custody inmates. It 
is not a former prison. It was initially opened as a Road Prison and to 
date has been utilized in this capacity. 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consultants with our comments concerning corrective action already imple
mented or recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. Push the new drainage system for the kitchen, with replacement as soon 
as possible. A new tank and drainage field has been ordered, and we 
are expediting this project. Chlorinator has been repaired. 

2. The leaky plumbing in the sick bay has been -repaired. 

3. All three compartments of sink (wash, rinse, sanitize) are being utilized. 

4. The filters over stove have been cleaned . 

5. All prepared food, when stored in cooler, is being covered with meat 
wrapping paper; however, we are recommending that polyethylene covers 
be purchased for storage and proper coverage of foods. For a suffi
cient number of tupperware containers with covers, an estimate of $75 
per facility has been secured. 

6. Thermometers have been secured and placed in the cooler. 

7. Infestation of cockroaches - The facility has been exterminated in an 
effort to eliminate rodent presence. However, we are recommending 
funding to provide monthly professional services of an exterminating 
company. 

8. The garbage cans have been removed away from the kitchen door and are 
being maintained with covers. 

9. Garbage cans should be kept clean and covered - Instructions have been 
issued for garbage cans located in the kitchen to be cleaned daily. 
Garbage cans located outside to be cleaned every other day. Garbage 
cans are to be maintained with covers . 

10. The inmates restroom is to be checked daily to insure supply of soap, 
towels, and'tissue paper. The window screen has been replaced. 

11. We are in the process of having the meat cutting block refinished. 

12. The ice scoop on the serving line is covered at all times when not 
in use . 
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13. Need for proper ventilation in storeroom has been corrected. 

14. A hose bib vacuum breaker has been ordered for this facility. 

15. 

lS. 

17. 

Construct a new confinement facility consisting of three ~ells8" x.10' 
providing 240' for cells and providing a corridor 24' x 4 •. An estlmate 
of $60 per square foot for 336 square feet totals $16,800 ~nd would in
clude adequate lighting and ventilation. 

Install dish washing machine estimated at $4,000 per unit and a cost 
of $500 for installation. 

Install sneeze guard over steam table to prevent spread of infection. 

• • \ 

II 

DC Road Prison #27 

Copeland, Florida 

The Division of Corrections Road Prison #27, Copeland, Florida, is an honor 
Road Pr~son housing medium and minimum custody inmates. In the past, it has 
been utllized as a close custody Road Prison. However, it was initially 
opened as a Road Prison and to date has been utilized in this capacity. 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physiCians and sanitation 
consultants with our comments concerning corrective action already imple
mented or recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. The electric water pump has been repaired. 

2. A new toilet has been ordered for the confinement cell but has not yet 
been received. 

3. The facility has been exterminated in an effort to eliminate rodent 
presence. However, we are recommending funding to provide monthly 
professional services of an exterminating company. 

4. The refrigerator motor on the cooler has been repaired and is operating 
at the proper temperature. 

5. Pyrethrin dispensers have been located twelve feet away from the food 
preparation and serving area. 

S. A hose bib vacuum breaker has been ordered for this facility. 

7. Plywood cutting boards are no 10nge\~ in use. 

8. All three compartments of sink (wash, rinse, sanitize) are being utiliz1ed, 

9. The back screen door has been repaired. 

10. A pastry brush has been purchased and is being utilized to spread butter . 

11. Containers of food are being stored on shelving or on pallets. 

12. Construct a new confinement facility consisting of three cells conSisting 
of 81 x 10' providing 240 square feet for cells and providing a corridor' 
24' x 41 • An estimate of $50 per square foot for 336 square feet totals 
$16,800 and would include adequate lighting and ventilation. 

13. Install dish washing machine estimated at $4,000 pei~ unit and a cost of 
$500 for installation. 

14. Install sneeze guard over steam table to prevent spread of infection. 
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15. We are requesting funds for the installation of a new sewage treatment 
facility which mests water pollution control specifications. 

16. The back of the stove needs encasing, and we are currently securing an 
estimate to have same repaired. 
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DC Road Prison #28 

East Palatka, Florida 

East Palatka Road Prison is an honor Road Prison housing medium and mininlum 
custody inmates. Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians 
and sanitation consultants with our comments concerning corrective action 
already implemented or recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. Inadequate ventilation in storeroom has been corrected . 

2. A thermometer ;s now located ;H the cooler. 

3. A hardwood cutting board is now being utilized rather than a plywood 
cutting board. 

4. All prepared food, when stored in cooler, is being covered with meat 

5. 

6. 

wrapping paper. However, we are recommending that polyethylene covers 
be purchased for storage and proper coverage of food . 

Install dish washing machine estimated at $4,000 per unit and a cost 
of $500 for installation. 

Construct a new confinement facility consisting of three cells 8' x 10' 
providing 240 square feet for cells and providing a corridor 24' x 4'. 
An estimate of $50 per square foot for 336 square feet totals $16,800 
and would include adequate lighting and ventilation. 

i. Install sneeze guard over steam table to prevent spread of infection. 

8. We are requesting funds for installation of a new sewage treatment 
facility which meets water pollution control specifications. 

9. Trash cans have been moved away from the kitchen property, and all 
garbage cans are now being covered. 
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DC Road Prison #29 

Kissimmee, Florida 

Kissimmee Road Prison is an honor Road Prison housing medium and minimum 
custody inmates. It was initially opened as a Road Prison and to date has 
been utilized in this capacity. 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consultants with, our comments concerning corrective action already imple
mented or recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. Screens over stove are to be cleaned weekly. 

2. Grease on range has been removed. 

3. Pyrethrin dispensers have been moved away from the food preparation 
and service a~eas. 

4. A pastry brush has been purchased and is now being utilized to spread . 
butter. 

5. All three compartments of sink {wash, rinse, sanitize} are being utilized. 

6. Mayonnaise is kept in cooler when not in use at mealtime. 

7. Kitchen floor is eroded in some placed - The kitchen floor at Kissimmee 
Road Prison is scrubbed regularly. However. due to acid being left on 
the floor wh~n it was first installed, the floor has an eroded and used 
appearance. 

8. A hose bib vacuum breaker has been ordered for this facility. 

9. The bubbler water fountain, which was located in the dining room, has 
been removed and will not be used in the future. 

10. Install dishing washing machine estimated at $4,000 per unit'and a cost 
of $500 for installation. 

11. We are requesting funds for installation of a new sewage treatment 
facility which meets water pollution control specifications. 

12. Install sneeze guard over steam table to prevent spread of infection. 

13. We are not recommending that a new confinement facility be constructed 
as this facility will be converted to a Community Correctional Center. 
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DC Road Prison #30 

LaBelle, Florida 

The Division of Corrections Road Prison #30, LaBelle, Florida, is a close 
custody Road Prison housing close, medium, and minimum custody inmates. 
Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consultants with our comments concerning corrective action already imple
mented or recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. Replacement of plumbing - We certainly concur that the plumbing in the 
inmate.shower and toilet area needs to be replaced, and we have secured 
an estimate of $10,000 to renovate same. ' 

2. We concur with the replacement of the tile in the inmate shower area 
and have secured an estimate of $1,500 to accomplish same. 

3. All prepared food, when stored in coolers is being covered with meat 
wrapping paper. However, we are recommending that polyethylene con
tainers and covers be purchased for proper storage of foods. 

4. A hose bib vacuum breaker has been ordered for this facility. 

5. A cover has been secured for the floor drainer in the cooler. 

6. A thermometer is now located in the cooler. 

7. All three' compartments of sink (wash, rinse, sanitize) are being utilized. 

8. Food containers are no longer being stored on the floor in the storeroom. 
Food containers are placed either on shelving or pallets. 

9. Inmate beds have been arranged in order for inmates to sleep head to toe 
to decrease the possibility of the spread of infection. 

10. The leak in the walk-in cooler is currently being repaired. 

11. We are requesting funds for the installation of a new sewage treatment 
facility which meets water pollution control specifications. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

Install dish washing machine estimated at $4,000 per unit and a cost of 
$500 for installation. 

Install sneeze guard over steam table to prevent spread of infection. 

Construct a new confinement facility consisting of three cells 8' x 10' 
providing 240 square feet for cells and providing a corridor 24' x 4'. 
An estimate of $50 per square foot for 336 square feet totals $16,800 
and would include adequate lighting and ventilation. 
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DC Road Prison #31 

Loxahatchee, Florida 

Loxahatchee Road Prison is an honor Road Prison housing medium and minimum 
custody inmates. Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians 
and sanitation consultants with our comments concerning corrective action 
already implemented or our recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. The plumbing in the inmate shower and toilet area certainly needs to be 
replaced) and we have secured an estimate of $10,000 to accomplish same. 

2. The broken tiles in the inmate shower area also need to be replaced, and 
we have secured an estimate of $800 to accomplish same. 

3. The screens over the stove have been cleaned and will be cleaned regularly. 

4. Foods being stored on the floor in the storeroom has been corrected, and 
same is now stored on shelving or on pallets. 

5. The opening in the ceiling of the storeroom has been secured to prevent 
the possibility of rodents from entering same. 

6. A hose bib vacuum breaker has been ordered for this facility. 

7. All three compartments of the sink (wash, rinse, sanitize) are being uti 1i zed. 

8. The walk-in cooler has been cleaned. 

9. Inadequate lighting in the kitchen - This will be corrected by installing 
a new lighting system. 

10. The meat slicer has been cleaned. 

11. Thermometers have been placed in the coolers. 

12. It is recommended that a new confinement facility be constructed con
sisting of three cells 8' x 10' providing 240 square feet for cells 
and providing a corridor 240 feet x 4 feet. An5timate of $50 per 
square foot for 336 square feet totals $16,800 and would include ade
quate lighting and ventilation. 

13. Install a dish washing machine which is estimated at $4,000 per unit 
and a cost of $500 for installation. 

14. Install a sneeze guard over steam table to prevent spread of infection. 

15. We are also requesting that funds be made available for installation of 
a new sewage treatment facility which would meet water pollution control specifications. 
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DC Road Prison #32 

Niceville, Florida 

Niceville Road Prison is a close custody,prison hOUsing close, medium and 
minimum custody inmates. 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physici~ns and sani~ation 
, consultants with our comments concerning corrective actlon already lmple
mented or our recommendations for funding tooorrect same. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Screens over the stove have been cleaned. 

Screens needed on the kitchen windows - Screens have now been obtained 
and placed on the kitchen windows . 

Poisonous materials should not be stored in the kitch~n a~ea - Poisonous 
materials have been removed and are no longer stored ln kltchen area. 

A thermometer has been purchased and placed in the cooler. 

In the storeroom, food is now being stored on shelving or on pallets. 

of the sl"nk (wash, rinse, sanitize) are being All three compartments 
utilized. 

A pastry brush has been purchased for spreading butt~r. 

We concur that the tiling needs to be replaced in the ~nmate shower 
room and have secured an estimate of $1,500 to accompllsh same. 

We recommend that a new confinement facility be construci~d CO~Sisti~a"ng 
of th~ee cells 8' x 10' providing 240 square feet for ce s an proVl 1 

"d 241 x 4' An estimate of $50 per square foot for 336 square 
~e~~rt~t~~s $16,800"and would include adequate lighting and ventilation. 

Install a dish washing machine estimated at $4,000 per unit and a cost 
of $500 for installation. 

Install sneeze guard over steam table to prevent spread of infection., 

We are also requesting funds for installation of ~ ~ew ~ewage treatment 
facility which meets water pollution .control speclflcatlons. 
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DC Road Prison #33 

Pompano Beach, Florida 

The Division of Corrections Road Prison #33, Pompano Beach, Florida, is an 
honor Road Prison housing medium and minimum custody inmates. 

Following are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consultants with our comments concerning corrective action already implemented 
or our recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. A thermometer has been placed in the walk-in refrigerator. 

2. Supplies in the storeroom are now being placed on shelving or on pallets 
rather than on the floor. 

3. The confinement cells have been thoroughly cleaned, and this will be done 
on a regular basis. 

4. A hose bib vacuum breaker has been ordered for this facility. 

5. We are in the process of having the meat cutting block refinished. 

6. The safety latch on the cooler has been repaired. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

Pastry brushes have been obtained for spreading butter. 

All three compartments of sink (wash, rinse, sanitize) are being utilized. 

We certainly concur that the plumbing in the inmate restroom and shower 
area needs to be repl aced, and we have secured an estimat,e of $10,000 to 
accomplish same. 

We also concur that the tiles in the inmate shower room need to be re
placed and have secured an estimate of $1,500 to accomplish sarr . ..!. 

11. We are not recommending that a new confinement facility be constructed 
as this facility will be converted to a Community Correctional Center. 

12. Install dish washing machine estimated at $4,000 per unit and a cost of 
$500 for installation. 

13. Install sneeze guard over steam table to prevent spread of infection. 

14. We are requesting funds for the installation of a new sewage treatment 
facility which meets water pollution control specifications. 
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DC Road Prison #34 

Tallahassee, Florida 

Tallahassee Road Prison is a close custody Road Prison ~ousing close, medi~m 
and minimum custody inmates. Below are the recommendatlons by ~he ;nspect~ng 
physicians and sanitation consultants with ou~ comments co~cernlng correctlve 
action already implemented or our recommendatl0ns for fundlng to correct same. 

1. Pyrethrin dispensers have now been relocated the proper distance away 
from the food preparation and service areas. 

2. All three compartments of the sink (wash, rinse, sanitize) are now being 
utilized. 

3. The restrooms are checked daily and hand towels and other items are 
being supplied as required. 

4. A thermometer has been secured and is now in the cooler. 

5. We are currently in the process of correcting the inadequate ventilation 
of the storeroom. 

6. All food in the storeroom is now being placed on shelving or on pallets. 

7. 

8. 

We are recommending that a dish washing ma~hine be ~nstalled estimated 
at $4,000 per unit and a cost of $500 for lnstallatl0n. 

We are also recommending that a sneeze guard'over the steam table be 
installed to prevent infection. 
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L DC Road Prison #35 

Brooksville, Florida 

The Brookjville Road Prison is a close custody Road Prison housing close, 
medium, and minimum custody inmates. This facility is currently being con
verted to a vocational training center for inmates and is to offer trade 
training in masonry, carpentry, and electric wiring. . 

Following are the recommendations of the Medical. Survey Team with our comments 
concerning corrective action already implemented or our recommendations for 
funding to cbrrect same. . , 

1. The ice machine has been repaired. 

2. The plywood cutting board is not being used and will not be used in the 
future. 

3. A thermometer has been purchased and placed in the cooler. 

4. All three compartments of the sink (wash, rinse~ sanitize) are now being 
util i zed. . 

5. The meat cutting block is currently in the process of being refinished. ' 

6. Pyrethrin dispensers have been relocated and are not in the area of food 
preparation or serving areas. 

7. We are recommending that a new confinement facil ity be constructed con
sisting of three cells 8' x 10' providing 240 square feet for cells and 
providing a corridor 24' x 4'. . 

8. In addition, we are recommending that a dish washing machine be installed 
estimated at $4,000 per unit and a cost of $500 for installation. 

9. Install a sneeze guard over steam table to prevent spread of infection. 

10. We are also requesting funds for the installation of a new sewage 
ment facility which meets water pollution control specifications. 
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DC Road Prison #36 

Caryville, Florida 

1J ... ~ 
The Division of Corrections Road Prison #36, Caryville, Florida, is an 
honor Road Prison housing medium and minimum custody inmates. This 
facility is currently in the process of being converted to a vocational 
training center for inmates, offering trade trainin~ in truck driving 
and heavy equipment maintenance and operation. 
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Below are the recommendations of the Medical Survey Team with our comments 
concerning corrective action already implemented or our recommendations 
for funding to correct same. 

1. The dripping shower head has been repaired. 

2. The confinement cells have been cleaned and will be cleaned on a regular 
basis. 

3. A thermometer has been secured for the freezer. 

4. Mayonnaise is now being refrigerated after opening. 

5. Pastry brushes have been purchased for the spreading of butter. 

6. We are in the process of installing a new lighting system in the kitchen. 

7. All three compartments of the sink (wash, rinse, sanitize) are now being 
utilized. 

8. It is reconmended that a new confinement facil ity be constructed consist
ing of three cells 8' x 10' providing 240 square feet for cells and pro
viding a corridor 241 x 41. 

9. Install a dish washing machine estimated at $4,000 per unit and a cost 
of $500 for installation. 

10. Install a snee~e guard over steam table to prevent spread of infection . 

11. We are requesting funds for the installation of a new sewage treatment 
facility which meets water pollution control specifications. 

12 . 

13. 

We concur that the tile needs to be replaced in the inmate dormitory and 
have secured an 'estimate of $4,000 to accompl ish same. 

It is noted that the freezer was not cold enough at time of inspection. 
The problem appears to be a lack of insulation in the freezer and cooler. 
This will be corrected . 
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DC Road Prison #37 

Doctors Inlet, Florida 

The.Doctors I~l:t Road Priso~ is a close custody Road Prison housing close, 
medlum, and m~nlmum custody lnmates. This facility is currently in the 
Ptro~e~s o! belng converted to a Vocational Center for inmates with trade ralnlng ln welding. 

Followi~g are the ~ecomme~dations of the Medical Survey Team with our comments 
fcounndc:rnltng correctlve actlon already implemented or our recommendations for 

lng 0 correct same. 

1. All toxic materials have been removed from the area of food items and 
are not stored together. 

2. All p~epared food, when stored in cooler, is being covered with meat 
wrapPl~9 paper. However, we are recommending that polyethylene contain
ers an covers be purchased for storage and proper coverage of foods. 

3. ~~~l t~~ ~~~~a~~~~~ration tables in the kitchen which are in poor repair 

4. All three compartments of the sink (wash, rinse, " ) utilized. sanitize are now being 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

The back screen door has now been repaired. 

~rS~r~gr~~O~~~~i~~li~a~,axn~~,confi~e~ent facility be constructed con
providing a corridor 24' x 4'. provldlng 240 square feet for cells and 

$Install dish washing machine estimated at $4 000 per unit and "a cost of 
500 for installation. ' 

Install sneeZe guard over steam table to prevent spread of infect. 
" lOn. 

We are requesting funds for the installation of 
facil ity which meets water poll ution control spe~i~~~a~{~~~~ treatment 
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DC Road Prison #38 

Gainesville, Florida 

The Gainesville Road Prison is a close custody Road Prison housing close, 
medium, and minimum custody inmatEls. We are currently in the process ,)f 
converting this facility to a specialized training facility for inma/cer; 
who have tested in the mentally retarded range . 

Below are the recommendations of the Medical Survey Team with our C,Qmments 
concerning corrective action already implemented or our recorrmendaHons for 
funding to correct same . 

1. Trash is now being contained in a completely enclosed ~~il1 house. 

2. A space in the ceiling of the storeroom has been r~paired in order 
to prevent rodents from entering same. 

3. In the storeroom, all food is now stored on shelves or on pallets. 

4. Poor lighting in kitchen - The lighting fixtures have been cleaned 
and the ceiling has been repainted. 

5. Thermometers have been secured and placed in the freezer. 

6 .. Pastry brushes have been purchased as recommended. 

7. The ice scoop is now being protected when in use on the serving line. 

8. All three compa~'tments of the sink (wash, rinse, sanitize) are now 
being utilized. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

The potato peeler with plumbing cross connection has been corrected. 

We are recommending that a new confinement facility be constructed 
consisting of three cells 81 x 10 1 providing 240 square feet for cells 
and providing a corridor 241 x 41• 

We are also recommending that a dish washing machine be installed and 
have secured an estimate of $4,000 per unit and a cost of $500 for in
stallation. 

12. Install sneeze guard over steam table to prevent spread of infection. 

13. We are also requesting funds for a new sewage treatment facility which 
meets water pollution control specifications. 
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Quincy Vocational Center #39 

Quincy, Florida 

Quincy Vocational Center offers food service training and is a close custody 
facility housing close., medium, and minimum custody inmates. 

1. The dormitory floors have now been tiled. 

2. The tank supplying the dish washer with hot water also supplies the 
lavatories and showers. It is impossible to' get the dish washer water 
up to the desired temperature. The dish washer should be on its on 
supply tank - We are currently studying a resolution to this problem. 
However, to temporarily relieve this problem, the staff is now instruc
ting the inmate population to take their showers between 6:00 p.m. and 
10:90 p.m. each evening, thus allowing the dish washer to maintain the 
des1red and necessary temperature. 

3. New lockers have been received and each inmate currently has his own 
assigned locker. 

4. Enamel ware has been discontinued and china is now being used. 

5. Plywood paddles are not now being used in the food service department. 
A paddle has been secured which is made of a smooth non-porous type 
wood. 

6. A thermometer has been installed in both the cooler and the freezer. 

7. Arrangements have been made in order for food to be stored on shelving 
or on pallets. 

8. Insecticides are not now being stored in the kitchen area. 

9. Hand paper towels have been made available in all rest rooms. 

10. A light ~ixture has been purchased and placed over the pot and pan area 
in the kltchen. 

11. The problem of inadequate ventilation in the storeroom has been resolved. 
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DC Road Prison #41 

Big Pine Key, Florida 

Big Pine Key Road Prison is an honor Road Prison housing medium and minimum 
custody inmates. It was initially opened as a Road Prison and to date has 
been uti 1 i zed in thi s capaci ty. It is not a fot'mer CCC camp . 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consultants with our comments concerning corrective action already imple
mented or recommendations for funding to correct same, 

1. We concur with replacement of plumbing in dormitory and have secured 
an estimate of $10,000 to accomplish same. 

2. Air conditioning of the dormitory is under consideration. 

3. All prepared food, when stored in cooler, is being covered with meat 
wrapping paper. However, we are recommending that polyethylene covers 
be purchased for sto'rage and proper coverage of food. 

4. All supplies are now being stored on shelves or on pallets. 

5. The back door screen has been repaired. 

6. The pyrethrin dispensers have been moved in order for them to be 
twelve feet away from the food preparation and serving area. 

7. All three compartments of sink (wash, rinse, sanitize) are being 
utilized. 

8. A hose bib vacuum breaker has been ordered for this facility. 

9. A pastry brush is now being utilized to spread butter. 

10. ~le are in the process of 'improving the lighting system in the kitchen. 

11. We are in the process of securing an exhaust fan for the hood. 

12. Install sneeze guard over steam table to prevent spread of infection. 

13. Install dish washing machine estimated at $4,000 per unit and a cost 
of $500 for installation. 

14. We are not recommending that a ne~" confinement facility be constructed 
as it is our desire to close this facility entirely. This move is de
pendent upon total Division pppulation being reduced. 

15. We are not requesting funds for a r,;"N sewage treatment fad 1 ity for 
reasons mentioned in item #14 above. 

16. New mattresses for the already received new beds are on order. 
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FUNDING NEEDS NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT BABCOCK COMMISSION REPORT 

DC ROAD PRISONS AND VOCATIONAL CENTERS 

Fixed and Operating Capital Outlay 

Replacement of 11 stwage treatment facilities 

Construction of 10 new confinement facilities 
(holding ~nd segregation units) 

Installation of 14 dishwashers 

Replace plumbing in inmates I shower and restroom areas 
at LaBelle, Big Pine Key, Loxahatchee, and Pompano 
Beach Road Prisons 

Replace til~ in inmates ' shower area at LaBelle, 
Niceville, and Pompano Beach Road Prisons 

Replace broken tile in inmates ' shower area at 
Loxahatchee Road Prison 

Replace floor tile in dormitory at Caryville 
Road Pri son 

Salaries 

Increase salaries of physicians from $250 a month 
to $500 a month for an annual salary per position 
of $6,000 (15 positions) 

Expense 

Professional pest control services on an annual basis 

Polyethylene food containers and covers for 15 facilities 

Install sneeze guards at 15 facilities 
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$ 583,000 

168,000 

63,000 

40,000 

4,500 

800 

4,000 

$ 863,300 

$ 90,000 

$ 3,780 

1,125 

2,250 

$ 7,155 
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Medical Facilities 

COMMUNITV CORRECTIONAL CENTERS 

BABCOCK COMMISSION REPORT 

GENERAL SUMMARY RE~lARKS 

Consistent with the Community Centers philosophy of reintegrating the offender 
back into the community, we are stressing the importance of him taking care of 
his own medical and dental needs with necessary counseling and direction from 
an assigned Counselor. We encourage the resident to take car~ and use properly 
the medicine his personal physician recommends for him. In some cases where 
narcotics are prescribed we insist that proper supervision and control over 
them be maintained. Community doctors and dentists provide all medical care 
for inmates assigned to Community Correctional Centers. 

Sani tation 
Oti 

On page 211 of thi s Report it was recommended that we take steps to improve 
cleanliness programs in our Centers through the Prison Inspectors. We concur 
in this recommendation and this activity will be coordinated with the Prison 
Inspectors Section. 

The common faul ts referred to by Dr. Babcock on page 211 have been carefully 
evaluated and where funds were available, positive corrective action has been 
taken as follows: 

1. Poor mop technique 

Each Center has been instructed to construct a mop rack where mops, after 
use, can be properly aired and dried. We have also instructed each Center 
Chief to see that those responsible for floor maintenance be properly in
structed in the use and cleaning of mops as necessary. Appro;dmate total 
cost for all mop racks - $150.00. 

2. Dirty screens over stove 

This is a sanitation problem that requires constant attention by the staff 
and in the past there has been a tendancy to overlook it from time to time. 
We are requesting that the Inspection Section see that this item as well 
as overall kitchen and dining room examination is done each time an inspec
tion is made and that deficiencies be reported immediately. Our Food 
Service Coordinator will give us his assistance in this area. This will 
be a major item on the agenda of the Superintendent of Community Correc
tional Centers whenever he visits the Centers. 
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3. Use of two instead of three sinks 

With the exception of Lantana, Lawtey, Panama sity!an~ Santa ~e, all 
Centers have three compartment sinks. We are lssulng lnstructlons to 
these Centers on the proper use of these sinks and ~ill coordinate this 
with the Food Service Coordinator. We are also seelng that each Center 
is instructed on the proper use of the two compartment sinks. The 
Centers that do not have three compartment sinks at this time have been 
instructed to requisition them immediately. Approximately cost of com
plete installation of this item is $150.00 at the four Centers. 

4. Poor ice technique and faulty scoop technique 

The principle problems 'here is that Food Service residents have been 
chilling open containers of liquids and foods in the ice ~achine and 
leaving the ice scoop in the ice machine instead of keeping the scoop 
ina sanitary place near the ice machine. Everyone concerned has been 
made awar.e of this problem and an improved technique has been imple
mented. 

5. Dirty stoves and fryers 

We are aware of this serious sanitation problem and it h~s been called 
to the attention of the Chiefs. We are taking positive steps to dras
tically improve 'the sanitation conditions throughout the Centers and 
with particular emphasis on the dining room ~ kitchen area~ 

6. Uncovered cooked food 

This is a perpetual problem in the Centers and in all kitchens and re
quires the constant vigilance of our Center staffs.) We are again em
phasizing this problem to our Inspection .personnel as well as the. 
Center Chiefs. 

7. Hose bib vacuum breakers -On sink faucets with hose attachments 

We have been advi sed that thi s i tern was supposed to be in the ori gi nal . 
pl~,mbing for the Centers. We have not been advised anything to the . 
contrary nor has any problems been reported due to its absenc'e. We w.ill 
request that the Food Service Coordinator review this situation and will 
follow his recommendation. . ' 

8. Storing extern.a1 poisons (pYrethrum, etc.) too close to food dispensing 

Instr'uctions are being issued to all Centers regarding the control and 
use of all .insecticides specifically reqUiring that poisonous supplies 
be stored ln an area other than, in the kitchen-dining room storerooms. 
This .wfll be reviewed closely in the fut~re. . 
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Community Correctional Center #40 

Bartow, Florida 

The Division of Corrections COlTlTlunity Correctional Center #40 was initially 
operated as a Road Prison and on July 1,1972, was converted to a Community 
Correctional Center. 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consultants with our comments concerning correct~ve action already imple
mented or recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. Expedite the renovation program 

Almost complete, less than a 'month from being complete. 

2. Be sure screens over the stoves are obtained and cleaned regularly. 

New screens purchased, being cleaned regularly. 
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. Community Correctional Center #41 

Cocoa, Florida 

The Division of Corrections Community Correctional Center' #41 'was initially 
opened on December 1, 1972, and to date has been utilized in thit~ capacity. 

\:' 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consultants with our comments concerning corrective action already imple
mented or recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. Check and standardize mop technique. 

Mop rack constructed. 

2. Cover all cooked food in refrigerator. 

All prepared food when stored in cooler is being covered with meat 
wrapping paper. However, we are commending that polyethylene covers 
be purchased for storing and proper coverage of food. 
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Community Correctional Center #47 

Jacksonville~f'orida 

The Division of';Corrections Community Correctional Center #47 ;s on property 
formerly belonging to the Air National 'Guard. It was initially opened as a 
Community Correctional Center on August 28, 1970, and to date has been utilized 
in this capacity. 

Below are the recortmendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consultants with our comments concerning corrective action already imple
mented or recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. A diswashing ur.it is essential to an institution of this size. 

The cost of installing a dishwashing machine is estimated at $4,000 per 
unit plus $500 for installation. We recommend that this be done as soon 
as funds are available. 
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Community Correctional Center #49 

Lake City, Florida 

The Division of Corrections Community Correctional Center #49 was initial Jy 
operated as a Road Prison and on July 1, 1972, the facility was converted to 
a Community Correctional Center. 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consultants with our comments concerning corrective action already imple
mented or recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. Tighten up on general kitchen sanitation. 

(a) Screens over the stoves were not too clean. 

Screens over stove are to be cleaned weekly. 

(b) The fryer had accumulated grease on it and should be kept cleaner. 

Grease on fryer has been removed. 

2. Request a dishwasher. 

The cost of installing a dishwashing machine is estimated at $4,000 per 
unit plus $500 for installation. We recommend that this be done as soon 
as funds are available. 
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Community Correctional Center #51 

Lantana, Florida 

The Division of Corrections Community Correctional Center #51 was formerly 
used as a BOQ for A. G. Holley Hospital and on January 29,1971, the facility 
was converted to a Community Correctional Center. 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consul tants wi th our comments concerni ng correcti.ve action already impl e
mented or recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. I have no suggestions for medical improvement in the two Community 
Centers. 

2. In the Hospital, because of the diminishing number of T.B. patients, 
the institution should be studied to see if, with renovations, it 
could be adapted to some other usage. Without any study, several 
possibilities come to mind, such as moving the sick at Avon Park 
over here; develop it as a hospital for narcotic addicts; or.a . 
hospital for the criminally insane with the building of dormltones, 
it could be made into a reception and medical center for southern 
Florida. . 

The Secretary of the Department of Health and Rehabi1ita~ive Services 
now has a Task Force assigned to study A. G. Holley Hosplta1. 
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The Center has been thoroughly cleaned, and this will be done on a 
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All p~epaf~i1 1!f88ci, '~~~R:\t8red iHu~gof~r;:~i~bei;ns <covered :wftt1"Me~tH 
wrapp1ng paper. However, we are commending that polyethylene covers 
be purchased for storing and proper coverage of food. 

Expedite renovation work. 

Authorized renovation is now complete. 

5. Like all of these institutions, a dishwasher would be helpful. 

The cost of installing a dishwashing machine is estimated at $4,000 
per unit plus $500 for installation. We recommend that this be done 
as soon as funds are available. 
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Community Correctional Center #55 

Lawtey, Florida 

The Division of Corrections Convnunity Correctional Center #55 is on property 
formerly belonging to the Bradford County Sch6bl Board. It was initially 
opened as a Community Correctional Center on June 16, 1973, and to date has 
been utilized in this capacity. 

There were no recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consul tants. 
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Community Correctional Center #,56 

Marianna, Florida 

The Division of Corrections Community Correctional Center #56 was formerly 
operated as a Road Prison and was converted on August 8, 1972. 

Below are the,recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consultants wlth our comments concerning corrective action already imple
mented or our recommendation for funding to correct sa,me, 

1. The biggest problem here is the malfunctioning sewage system (pump). 
I~ ha~,never functioned properly and a short time ago was .hit by 
11ghtnlng, rendering the pump even more inefficient. It has been 
reported several times, with no ~ction as yet. It should be fixed 
as so~n as possible. If the hepatitis case had not given a prior 
history, this faulty system,cou1d well have been blamed. 

We are a~s~ requ~sting funds for installation of a new sewage treat
ment faclllty WhlCh meets water pollution control specifications. 

2. The kitchen and refrigerators were clean. 

3. In the lavatories there were several badly stained bowls. There is 
no excuse for yellow bowls. 

The bo~ls have been t~oroughly cleaned, and a procedure has been 
estab11shed to maintaln a high state of cieanliness in the future. 
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Community Correctional Center #58 

Opa Locka Airport, Opa Locka, Florida 

The Division of Corrections Community Correctiona~ Cent~r.#58,was openl~d 
on April 23, 1973. Prior to the c~nversion of th,s facl11~y 1~ wa~~ used 
by the Federal Government as a Manne barracks. We are st,ll ,n t .. <:: 

process of renovating this facility. 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sani~ation 
consultants with our comments concerning corrective action already ,mp1e
mented or our recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. Pick up the general housekeeping. 

The Center has been thoroughly cleaned. Specific instructions have 
been issued to the Chief on maintaining an excellent standard of 
cleanliness and sanitation. 

2. Expedite getting hood over stove. 

Has been requisitioned and will be purchased when funds are available. 

3. Get a standardized routine for mop care. 

Mop rack constructed and mops and brooms are cleaned and sanitized on 
a regular basis. 

4. Try and expedite the entire renovation process. 

The basic restrictions to expeditio'n of the renovation process is avail
able funds and skilled labor. Due to the limited funds, it is necessary 
to use resident labor. We are using our currently available resources 
to finish this project as quickly as possible. 

5. Apply for; dishwasher. 

The cost of installing a dishwashing machine i~ estimated at $4,000 per 
unit plus $500 for installation. We recommend that this be done as soon 
as funds are- available. 
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Community Correctional Center #66 

Santa Fe, Florida 

The Division of Corrections Community Correctional Center #66 was initially 
operated as a Farm Camp and on July 1, 1972, the facility was converted to 
a Community Correctional Center. 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicia!.os and sanitation 
consultants with our comments concerning corre~tive action already imple
mented or our recommendations for funding to torrect same. 

1. This institution should not be left in limbo. Eith~r fix, it up or close 
it. If kept open: 

(a) Requisition new mattresses and beds. 
The beds are 01 d and the mattresses ar·e of the 01 d cotton type. 

Purchase Order has been issued for new mattresses; we recommend 
that beds be repainted. 

(b) Repai'r floors. 
The floors in the dormitory are old and worn badly in areas, and 
need replacing. The same is true of the toilet and shower area. 

We concur. A new facility plan is now on the drawing board to 
replace this facility. 

(c) Improve maintenance. 

We are currently in the process of correcting the maintenance 
problems, until the new facility can be constructed. 

(d) Install dishwasher. 

The cost of installing a dishwashing machine is estimated at $4,000 
per unit plus $400 for installation. We recommend that this be done 
as soon as funds are available. 

(e) In t~e kitchen area the fryer was not clean and had thick grease 
on sldes. The range and fryer have been cleaned and will be cleaned 
regularly. ' 
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Community Correctional Center #68 

Tallahassee, Florida 

The Division of Corrections Community Correctional Center #68 was initially 
opened as a Community Correctional Center on February 23, 1974., 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consultants with our comments concerning corrective action already imple
mented or our recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. Purchase and install an adequate dishwasher. 

Install a dishwashing machine estimated at $4,000 per unit and a cost 
of $500 ,for installation. 

2. The institution is commended. 
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Community Correctional Center #iO 

Tampa, Flori da 

The Division of Corrections Community Correctional Center #70 was initially 
opentad as a Community Correctional Center on July 5, 1972. 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consultants with our comments concerning corrective action already imple
mented or our recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. Conditions in both units for the most part are excellent. 

2. Again, it is hoped a standardized mop technique can be adopted. 

Mop rack constructed. Mop cleaned and will be cleaned regularly. 

3. Cooked food in the refrigerators should be covered. 

All p~epared food, when stored in cooler, is being covered with meat 
wr~pplng paper. However, we are recommending that polyethylene con
talners and covers be purchased for proper storage of foods. 
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.Community Correctional Center #73 

Zephyrhills, Florida 

The Division of Corrections Community Correctional Center #73 was initially 
operated as a Road Prison and on July 1,1972, the facility was converted to 
a Community Correctional Center. 

Below are the recommendations by the inspecting physicians and sanitation 
consultants with our comments concerning corrective action already imple
mented or our recommendations for funding to correct same. 

1. Study possibility of need for new sewage system. 

We are also requesting that funds be made available for insta~lation of 
a new sewage treatment facility which would meet water pollutlon control 
specifications. 

2. Entire kitchen floor needs covering. 

We are requesting adequate funds for covering of kitchen floor. Esti
mated cost is $1.50 a square foot. Total cost $1,260.00. 

3. Kitchen needs painting. 

We are requesting adequate funds for painting kitchen. Estimated cost 
is 25¢ a square foot. Total cost $520.00. 

4. Foo.d in refri gera tors shoul d be covered. 

All prepared food when stored in cooler, is being covered with meat 
wrapping paper. However, we are recommending that polyethylene covers 
be purchased for storage and proper coverage of food. 

5. Fly control and trash disposal acceptable. 
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FUNDING NEEDS NECESSARY TO IMPLEMENT BABCOCK COMMISSION REPORT 

COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CENTERS 

Fixed and Operating Capital Outlay 

, 
Replacement of 4 sewage treatment facilities 
Zephyrhills, Panama City, Marianna, Lnrgo @ $53,000 

Installation of 20 dishwashers 

Range hood w/fire extinguisher system for Opa Locka 

New mattresses for Santa Fe 

New beds for Santa Fe 

Salaries 
None 

Expense 

Kitchen floor replaced at Zephyrhills 

Paint kitchen at Zephyrhills 

Polyethylene food containers and covers 
for 20 facilities 
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$ 212,000.00 

90,000.00 

1,040.00 

1,188.88 

1,410.64 

$ 305,639.52 

$ 1,260.00 

520.00 

$ 

1,500.00 

3,280.00 
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